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Directions: A sentence has been given in Active/ Passive Voice. Out of the four alternatives
suggested, select the one which best expresses the same sentence in Passive/ Active Voice.
Q1. We have cycled more than ten kilometres.
(a) More than ten kilometres have been cycled by us.
(b) We have been cycling for more than ten kilometres.
(c) More than ten kilometres had been cycled by us.
(d) More than ten kilometres have been cycle by us.
Q2. Let him be told to do it.
(a) Tell him about doing it.
(b) Tell him to do it.
(c) He is told to do it.
(d) He should be told to do it.
Q3. Many types of fish were being sold by them at the market.
(a) They have sold many types of fish at the market.
(b) They are selling many types of fish at the market.
(c) They were selling many types of fish at the market.
(d) They sell many types of fish at the market.
Q4. Suresh was nominated by my friend for the post.
(a) My friend nominated Suresh for the post.
(b) My friend has nominated Suresh for the post.
(c) My friend nominates Suresh for the post.
(d) My friend is nominating Suresh for the post.
Q5. Ayurveda makes wide use of ginger to treat a host of disorders.
(a) Wide use of ginger has been made in Ayurveda to treat a host of disorders.
(b) Ginger is being widely used to treat a host of disorders in Ayurveda.
(c) A host of disorders are made use of in Ayurveda with regard to ginger.
(d) Wide use of ginger is made in Ayurveda to treat a host of disorders.
Q6. Where was the football match being played?
(a) Where are they playing the football match?
(b) Where they are playing the football match?
(c) Where they were playing the football match?
(d) Where were they playing the football match?
Q7. People believed that witches communicated with the devil.
(a) That witches communicated with the devil is being believed.
(b) It was believed that the witches have communicated with the devil.
(c) It was believed that witches communicated with the devil.
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(d) That witches communicated with the devil has been widely believed.
Q8. He was disgusted with the flattery of his assistant.
(a) The flattery of his assistant disgusted him.
(b) His assistant's flattery had disgusted him.
(c) He was disgusted with his assistant for his flattery.
(d) The flattery of his assistant will disgust him.
Q9. His comment hurt me deeply.
(a) I was hurt deeply by his comment.
(b) I could be hurt deeply by his comment.
(c) His comment was hurtful.
(d) I should not be hurt by his comment.
Q10. The annual function will be inaugurated by the Chairman.
(a) The Chairman will inaugurate the annual function.
(b) The Chairman may inaugurate the annual function.
(c) The Chairman inaugurated the annual function.
(d) The Chairman has inaugurated the annual function.
Q11. He is writing a letter.
(a) A letter is being written by him.
(b) A letter is written by him.
(c) A letter has been written by him.
(d) Let a letter be written by him.
Q12. She is reading a novel.
(a) A novel is being read by her.
(b) A novel has been read by her.
(c) A novel is read by her.
(d) A novel was being read by her.
Q13. The doctor bandaged the arm of the injured man.
(a) The injured man bandaged his arm.
(b) The injured man made the doctor injure his arm.
(c) The doctor injured and bandaged the arm of a man.
(d) The arm of the injured man was bandaged by the doctor.
Q14. The poor must be looked after by society.
(a) Society must look after the poor.
(b) Society must looked after the poor.
(c) Society must be looked after the poor.
(d) Society must have looked after the poor.
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Q15. The boy laughed at the lame man.
(a) The lame man was laughed at by the boy.
(b) The lame man was laughed by the boy.
(c) The boy laughed when he saw the lame man.
(d) The boy laughed seeing the lame man.
Q16. He will object to my proposal.
(a) The objection to my proposal will come from him.
(b) There will be an objection to my proposal by him.
(c) His objection will be to my proposal.
(d) My proposal will be objected to by him.
Q17. People say that he is a spy.
(a) It is said he is a spy.
(b) It is said by the people that he is a spy .
(c) It has been said that he is a spy.
(d) It was said that he is a spy.
Q18. He opens the door.
(a) The door will be opened by him.
(b) The door was opened by him.
(c) The door is opened by him.
(d) The door will be opened by him.
Q19. The child upset the salt over everything.
(a) The salt is upsetted by the child over everything.
(b) The child is upset about the salt over everything.
(c) The salt was upset over everything by the child.
(d) The salt is upset over everything by the child.
Q20. The painting would have been stolen if he hadn't helped.
(a) Someone stole the painting if he hadn't helped.
(b) Someone had stolen the painting if he hadn't helped.
(c) Someone would have stolen the painting if he hadn't helped.
(d) Someone may have stolen the painting if he hadn’t helped.
Q21. Why should they punish the innocent?
(a) Why should they be punished by the innocent?
(b) Why they should be punished by the innocent?
(c) Why the innocent should be punished by them?
(d) Why should the innocent be punished by them?
Q22. The security guards had blocked every exit.
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(a) Every exit had been blocked by the security guards.
(b) Every exit has been blocked by the security guards.
(c) Every exit was blocked by the security guards.
(d) Every exit was being blocked by the security guards.
Q23. Two motorcycle mechanics were arrested for their alleged involvement in innumerable vehicle
thefts.
(a) The police has arrested two motorcycle mechanics for their alleged involvement in innumerable
vehicle thefts.
(b) The police arrested two motorcycle mechanics for their alleged involvement in innumerable
vehicle thefts.
(c) For their alleged involvement in innumerable vehicle thefts, police had arrested two motorcycle
mechanics.
(d) For their alleged involvement in innumerable vehicle thefts, two motorcycle mechanics have been
arrested.
Q24. Drafting a letter is a skill which can be acquired by you with a lot of practice.
(a) You may acquired the skill of drafting a letter with a lot of practice.
(b) Drafting a letter is a skill which you will acquire with a lot of practice.
(c) Drafting a letter is a skill which you could acquire with a lot of practice.
(d) Drafting a letter is a skill which you can acquire with a lot of practice.
Q25. Where did you send the parcel?
(a) Where is the parcel sent by you?
(b) Where has the parcel been sent by you?
(c) Where can the parcel be sent by you?
(d) Where was the parcel sent by you?
Q26. Abha sent me a card.
(a) A card will be send to me by Abha.
(b) A card was sent to me by Abba.
(c) A card will be sent to me by Abha.
(d) A card is sent to me by Abha.
Q27. He completed the story on time.
(a) The story was being completed by him on time.
(b) The story completed by him on time.
(c) The story had completed by him on time.
(d) The story was completed by him on time.
Q28. Deforestation has reduced rainfall in the tropical lands.
(a) Reduced rainfall deforested the tropical lands.
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(b) Rainfall has been reduced due to deforestation in tropical lands.
(c) Tropical lands have been reduced by rainfall.
(d) Rainfall has been reduced and caused deforestation.
Q29. We should respect elders.
(a) Elders are to be respected.
(b) Elders should be respected.
(c) Elders have been respected.
(d) Elders should have respected.
Q30. Why didn't you bring the matter to my notice?
(a) Why isn’t the matter brought by you to my notice?
(b) Why wasn't the matter brought by you to my notice?
(c) Why isn't the matter brought to my notice?
(d) Why wasn’t the matter brought to my notice?
Q31. The lady is treading on the flowers.
(a) The flowers are being trod on by the lady.
(b) The flowers are being trodden on by the lady.
(c) The flowers are being treaded on by the lady.
(d) The flowers are being treaden on by the lady.
Q32. My last venture undid me completely.
(a) I was completely undone by my last venture.
(b) I was incompletely done by my last venture.
(c) I was not done completely by my last venture.
(d) I was not being undone completely by my last venture.
Q33. They are being bitten by mosquitoes all over.
(a) Mosquitoes are biting them all over.
(b) Mosquitoes had bit them al) over.
(c) Mosquitoes have bit them all over.
(d) Mosquitoes are bitten them all over.
Q34. He neither questions nor understands them.
(a) They were neither questioned nor understood by him.
(b) They are neither questioned or understood by him.
(c) They are neither questioned nor understood by him.
(d) They are neither questioned nor have been understood by him.
Q35. The packet has not been opened by anyone.
(a) Anyone has not opened the packet.
(b) No one has opened the packet.
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(c) No one has not opened the packet.
(d) No one has been opening the packet.
Q36. His friends accused him of theft.
(a) He can be accused of theft by his friends.
(b) He is being accused of theft by his friends.
(c) He had been accused of theft by his friends.
(d) He was accused of theft by his friends.
Q37. The money was stolen by an employee of the bank.
(a) An employee of the bank had stolen the money.
(b) An employee of the bank steal the money.
(c) An employee of the bank stole the money.
(d) The money can be stolen by an employee of the bank.
Q38. Sheela painted the house green.
(a) The house will be painted green by Sheela.
(b) The house is painted green by Sheela.
(c) The house has been painted green by Sheela.
(d) The house was painted green by Sheela.
Q39. One of the girls in the class will sing the national anthem at the end of the function.
(a) The national anthem will be sung by one of the girls in the class at the end of the function.
(b) There is a girl in the class who sings national anthem.
(c) A girl to sing national anthem is there in the class.
(d) The function will end a girl will sing national anthem at the end of the function.
Q40. Rohit was taken to the hospital by the villagers.
(a) The villagers took Rohit to the hospital.
(b) The villagers reached the hospital with Rohit.
(c) The hospital was reached by the villagers with Rohit.
(d) Rohit was helped by the villagers to reach the hospital.
Q41. Father called up Angela on her birthday.
(a) Angela called up her father on her birthday.
(b) Angela was called up by father on her birthday.
(c) Angela received a call from her father on her birthday.
(d) On her birthday Angela was called up by her father.
Q42. Finish the game.
(a) Let the game finish.
(b) The game should be finished.
(c) Let the game be finished.
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(d) The game had to be finished.
Q43. The task should have been completed by the student.
(a) The student should complete the task.
(b) The student should have completed the task.
(c) The student should be completing the task.
(d) The student should have complete the task.
Q44. He has sent me a present.
(a) I have been sent to him a present.
(b) A present have been sent to me.
(c) A present has been sent to me by him.
(d) A present will be sent to me by him.
Q45. They believe Veerappan to be dangerous.
(a) Veerapan has been believed to be dangerous.
(b) Vecrapan could be believed to be dangerous.
(c) Veerappan can be believed to be dangerous.
(d) Veerappan is believed to be dangerous.
Q46. Parents love their children.
(a) Children will be loved by their parents.
(b) Children have been loved by their parents.
(c) Children are being loved by their parents.
(d ) Children are loved by their parents.
Q47. The growing population problem will be discussed at the conference.
They/Some people
(a) discusses the growing population at the conference.
(b) discussed the growing population al the conference.
(c) will discuss the growing population problem at the conference.
(d) discuss the growing population at the conference.
Q48. Somebody introduced me to Dr. Martin yesterday.
(a) Yesterday Dr. Marlin was introduced by somebody.
(b) Somebody was introduced to Dr. Martin yesterday.
(c) I was introduced to Dr. Martin yesterday.
(d) Dr. Martin was introduced by me yesterday.
Q49. All of them know the results of the assembly elections.
(a) The results of the assembly elections are being known to all of them.
(b) The results of the assembly elections have been known to all of them.
(c) The results of the assembly elections were known to all of them.
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(d) The results of the assembly elections are known to all of them.
Q50. The packet will be delivered to your house.
(a) Your packet is delivered to your house.
(b) Someone will deliver the packet to your house.
(c) He delivers the packet to your house.
(d) The packet would be delivered to your house.
Q51. I saved him from the clutches of pickpockets.
(a) He may have been saved by me from the clutches of pickpockets.
(b) He could be saved by me from the clutches of pickpockets.
(c) He was saved by me from the clutches of pickpockets.
(d) He has been saved by me from the clutches of pickpockets.
Q52. The man cut the tree into thin strips.
(a) The tree was cut into thin strips by the man.
(b) The tree cut itself into thin strips by the man.
(c) The tree has cut into thin strips by the man.
(d) The tree can be cut into thin strips by the man.
Q53. The students have been punished by the teacher for negligence of duty.
(a) The teacher has punished the students for negligence of duty.
(b) The teacher had punished the students for negligence of duty.
(c) The teacher punished the students for negligence of duty.
(d) The teacher have punished the students for negligence of duty.
Q54. Open the window.
(a) Someone opens the window.
(b) Window is opened.
(c) Let the window be opened.
(d) Open window.
Q55. Can we rely on him?
(a) Can we be relied by him?
(b) Can we be relied on by him?
(c) Can he be relied by us?
(d) Can he be relied on?
Q56. Grandfather was digging the flowerbeds.
(a) The flowerbeds were digging grandfather.
(b) The flowerbeds were being dug by grandfather.
(c) Grandfather’s flowerbeds were being dug.
(d) The grandfather was digging flowerbeds.
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Q57. Why was he refused admittance?
(a) Why did they refuse him admittance?
(b) Why do they refuse him admittance?
(c) Why are they refusing him admittance?
(d) Why were they refusing him admittance?
Q58. He was caught by the police for littering up the streets.
(a) The police was catching him littering up the street.
(b) The police caught him for littering up the street.
(c) The police catches him littering up the street.
(d) The police has caught him littering up the street.
Q59. Please see that the room is swept and mopped before I return.
(a) Please see that somebody sweeps and mops the room before I return.
(b) Please see that somebody is sweeping and mops the room before I return.
(c) Please see that somebody has swept and mopped the room before I return.
(d) Please see that somebody will sweeps and mop the room before I return.
Q60. Why did he deprive you of your membership?
(a) Why are you deprived of your membership?
(b) Why he deprived you of your membership?
(c) Why was your membership deprived of you by him?
(d) Why were you deprived of your membership by him?
Q61. He made the children work hard.
(a) The children made him work hard.
(b) He was made to work hard by the children.
(c) The children were made work hard.
(d) The children were made to work hard.
Q62. He was only ten years old when he composed this poem.
(a) He was only ten years old when this poem was composed by him.
(b) He was only ten years old when this poem has been composed by him.
(c) He was only ten years old when he could compose this poem.
(d) He was only ten years old when this poem had been composed by him.
Q63. The pilot landed the plane safely.
(a) The plane had been landed safely by the pilot.
(b) The plane was landed safely by the pilot.
(c) The plane has been landed safely by the pilot.
(d) The plane was to be landed safely by the pilot.
Q64. I was sanctioned the loan by the office.
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(a) The office sanctioned loan to me.
(b) The office sanctioned me the loan.
(c) The office was sanctioned me the loan.
(d) The office had sanctioned the loan to me.
Q65. Who teaches you English?
(a) By whom English is taught to you?
(b) By whom are you taught English?
(c) By whom was you taught English?
(d) By whom you are taught English?
Q66. I will complete my project next week.
(a) Next week my project will be completed.
(b) My project I will complete next week.
(c) My project will be completed by me next week.
(d) Next week my project I will complete.
Q67. I know that he did the work.
(a) That he did the work is known by me.
(b) That he did the work is known to me.
(c) That the work was done by him is known to me.
(d) That the work is done by him is known to me.
Q68. Many factors within our nation affect the economy.
(a) The economy has affected by many factors within our nation.
(b) The economy is being affected by many factors within our nation.
(c) The economy is affected by many factors within our nation.
(d) The economy was affected by many factors within our nation.
Q69. Music should be taught in every school.
(a) They should be teaching music in every school.
(b) They should teach every school music.
(c) They should he taught music in every school.
(d) They should teach music in every school.
Q70. I don’t know his whereabouts.
(a) His whereabouts are not known to me.
(b) No one knows his whereabouts.
(c) His whereabouts is not known to me.
(d) His whereabouts had not been known to me.
Q71. Why didn’t you invite him for the party?
(a) Why he not invited by you for the party?
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(b) Why couldn’t he be invited by you for the party?
(c) Why didn't he invited by you for the party?
(d) Why was he not invited by you for the party?
Q72. He will never forget it.
(a) It will never be forgotten by him.
(b) It can never be forgotten by him.
(c) It should never be forgotten by him.
(d) It may never be forgotten by him.
Q73. The ringing of the alarm clock startled me from the deep depths of slumber.
(a) I was startled from the deep depths of slumber by the ringing of the alarm clock.
(b) The alarm clock rang and startled me from the depth of slumber.
(c) The ringing of the alarm clock made me awake.
(d) The alarm clock rang, startled and awakened me from sleep.
Q74. Complete the details of the last meeting.
(a) The completed details of last meeting is to be tabled.
(b) The meeting's last details are completed.
(c) Details of the last meeting are to be completed.
(d) The last meeting's details are completed.
Q75. Your promises are to be kept by you.
(a) You are to keep your promises.
(b) You may keep your promises.
(c) You should keep your promises.
(d) Promises must be kept by you.
Q76. Let the window be opened.
(a) Open the window.
(b) Leave the window open.
(c) Don’t close the window.
(d) Window be opened.
Q77. Though foreigners praised Rabindranath’s Gitanjali, Indian critics ignored it in the beginning.
(a) Though Rabindranath’s Gitanjali is praised by foreigners, it was ignored by Indian critics in the
beginning.
(b) Though Rabindranath’s Gitanjali was praised by foreigners, it had been ignored by Indian critics
in the beginning.
(c) Though Rabindranath's Gitanjali was praised by foreigners, it has been ignored by Indian critics
in the beginning.
(d) Though Rabindranath’s Gitanjali was praised by foreigners, it was ignored by Indian critics in
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the beginning.
Q78. May God bless you.
(a) May you be blessed by God.
(b) You will be blessed by God.
(c) You can be blessed by God.
(d) You are blessed by God.
Q79. Let not his insulting words be minded.
(a) Don't be insulted his words.
(b) Don’t mind his insulting words.
(c) Don’t insult him with his words.
(d) Do mind his insulting words.
Q80. By now the winners will have been felicitated.
(a) They have felicitated the winners by now.
(b) They will have been felicitated the winners by now.
(c) They will have felicitated the winners by now.
(d) They will felicitate the winners now.
Q81. God helps those who help themselves.
(a) Those who help themselves are helped by God.
(b) Those who are helped by themselves are helped by God.
(c) Those who help God help themselves.
(d) Those who help themselves help God.
Q82. The task would have been completed by that time tomorrow.
Someone/Some people
(a) will complete the task by that time tomorrow.
(b) will be completing the task by that time tomorrow.
(c) would have completed the task by that time tomorrow.
(d) will have completed the task by that time tomorrow.
Q83. I am going to bring him here.
(a) He is going to bring here by me.
(b) He is being brought here by me.
(c) He is going to be brought here by me.
(d) He is being gone to be brought here by me.
Q84. I shall never forget your kindness.
(a) Your kindness shall not be forgotten.
(b) Your kindness is never forgotten.
(c) Your kindness will never be forgotten.
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(d) Your kindness should never be forgotten.
Q85. My father gave me a hundred rupee note yesterday.
(a) A hundred rupee note was given to me by my father yesterday.
(b) A hundred rupee note was being given to me by my father.
(c) A hundred rupee note had been given to me by my father.
(d) Yesterday, my father was given a hundred rupee note by me.
Q86. Do not insult the poor.
(a) Let not the poor be insulted.
(b) Let us not insulted the poor.
(c) Let the poor to be not insulted.
(d) Let the poor not to insult.
Q87. The storm has destroyed twelve houses.
(a) Twelve houses had been destroyed by the storm.
(b) Twelve houses have been destroyed by the storm.
(c) Twelve houses were destroyed by the storm.
(d) Twelve houses have been stormed.
Q88. Did he accept your proposal?
(a) Had your proposal been accepted by him?
(b) Was your proposal accepted by him?
(c) Could your proposal be accepted by him?
(d) Was your proposal not accepted by him?
Q89. He gently tapped on my shoulder.
(a) I was gently tapped on my shoulder by him.
(b) It was my shoulder that was gently tapped by him.
(c) My shoulder had been gently tapped by him.
(d) Gently was my shoulder being tapped by him.
Q90. The historical society built the museum.
(a) The museum was built by the historical society.
(b) The museum was being built by the historical society.
(c) The museum has been built by the historical society.
(d) The museum is built by the historical society.
Q91. They say Ravi Verma has painted this picture.
(a) It will be said that the picture has been painted by Ravi Verma.
(b) It is said that the picture had been painted by Ravi Verma.
(c) It is said that this picture has been painted by Ravi Verma.
(d) It is being said that the picture has been painted by Ravi Verma.
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Q92. The people regarded him as an impostor and called him a villain.
(a) He was regarded as an impostor and had been called a villain.
(b) He is regarded as an impostor and had been called a villain.
(c) He was regarded as an impostor and was called a villain.
(d) He was regarded as an impostor and is called a villain.
Q93. Who can count the stars in the sky?
(a) By whom can the stars in the sky be counted?
(b) By whom can be stars in the sky counted?
(c) By whom could the stars be counted in the sky?
(d) By whom could the stars in the sky be counted?
Q94. An American scientist has won the Nobel Prize for Physics.
(a) The Nobel Prize has been won by an American scientist.
(b) The Nobel Prize for Physics is won by an American scientist.
(c) The Nobel Prize for Physics has been won by an American scientist.
(d) The Nobel Physics Prize has been won by an American scientist.
Q95. It interests me.
(a) I am interested in it.
(b) I was interested in it.
(c) I will be interested in it.
(d) I have been interested in it.
Q96. The telegraph wires have been cut.
(a) The telegraph wires have cut by someone.
(b) Someone has cut the telegraph wires.
(c) Someone has been cut the telegraph wires.
(d) Someone have cut the telegraph wires.
Q97. Where can you find your luggage?
(a) Where could your luggage be found?
(b) Where can your luggage be found?
(c) Where will your luggage he found?
(d) Can you find your luggage somewhere?
Q98. What do you want to pay for this used and old car?
(a) What is to be paid by you for this used and old car?
(b) What is wanted to be paid by you for this used car?
(c) What is wanted to be paid by you for this used and old car?
(d) What is want to pay for this old and used car by you?
Q99. The strict judge punished his corrupt clerk.
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(a) His corrupt clerk is punished by the strict judge.
(b) His corrupt clerk is being punished by the strict judge.
(c) His corrupt clerk was punished by the strict judge.
(d) His corrupt clerk was being punished by the strict judge.
Q100. You can all buy your tickets at this counter,
(a) All your tickets can be bought at this counter by you.
(b) Your ticket can be bought at this Counter by you.
(c) All tickets are bought by you at this counter.
(d) Your tickets can be bought by all of you at this counter.
Q101. Did ten students from Jammu join the online batch today?
(a) Was the online batch joined by ten students from Jammu today?
(b)Was the online batch join by ten students from Jammu today?
(c)Was the online batch joined by ten students in Jammu today?
(d)Has the online batch joined by ten students from Jammu today?
Q102.The Management has given a detailed report about the expenses incurred.
(a) A detailed report has been given by the management.
(b) A detailed report about the expenses incurred has been given by the management.
(c) A detail report about the expenses incurred has been given by the management.
(d) A detailed report on the expenses incurred has been given by the management.
Q103. We serve hot meals till 10.30 guests can order, coffee and sandwiches upto 11.30.
(a) Hot meals are serving till 10.30; coffee and sandwiches are ordering by guests till 11.30.
(b) Hot meals are being served till 10.30; coffee and sandwiches are being ordered till 11-30.
(c) Hot meals are served till10.30; coffee and sandwiches may be ordered till 11.30.
(d) Hot meals will be served til10.30; coffee and sandwiches will be ordered upto 11.30.
Q104. He has been arrested and sent to jail.
(a) The police arrested him and sent to jail.
(b) The police have arrested him and the court has sent him to jail.
(c) The police has arrested him and the court has sent him to jail.
(d) None of these
Q105. The class at Pinnacle will have been begun by the time we get there.
(a) The class at Pinnacle will be begun by the time we get there.
(b) The class at Pinnacle will have began by the time we get there.
(c) By the time we get there the class at Pinnacle will have begun.
(d) They will have begun the class at Pinnacle by the time we get there.
Q106. The modem means of communication have made life so much easier,
(a) Life had been made so much easier by the modem means of communication.
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(b) Life is being so much easier by the modern means of communication.
(c) Life has been made so much easier by the modem means of communication.
(d) Life was made so much easier by the modem means of communication.
Q107. Did he plan an excursion to mountains?
(a) Was an excursion to mountains planned by him?
(b) had an excursion to mountains planned by him?
(c) Is an excursion to mountains planned by him?
(d) has an excursion to mountains planned by him?
Q108. Are you not revising your lessons?
(a) Are your lessons not be revised by you ?
(b) Are your lessons not being revised by you?
(c) Are not your lessons revised by you ?
(d) Are you not being revising your lessons?
Q109. Rita rescued three puppies.
(a) Three puppies are rescued by Rita.
(b) Three puppies were rescued by Rita.
(c) Three puppies will be rescued by Rita.
(d) Three puppies are being rescued by Rita.
Q110. You will be trained and taught by me.
(a)I will be training you.
(b)I would train and teach you.
(c)I will train and teach you.
(d)I will be training and teaching you.
Q111. Fifteen robbers was being presented before the judge by the police
(a) The police were presenting fifteen robbers before the judge.
(b) The police was presenting robbers before the judge.
(c) The police was presenting fifteen robbers in front of the judge.
(d) The police was presenting fifteen robbers before the judge.
Q112. Your internet banking password is known by him
(a) Known to me is your internet banking password.
(b) He knows your internet banking password
(c) Does your internet banking password known to him.
(d) Knows to me is your internet banking password.
Q113. Gagan Narang and Vijay won bronze medals in the London Olympics.
(a) Bronze medals won by Gagan Narang and Vijay in the London Olympics.
(b) Bronze medals had been won by Gagan Narang and Vijay in the London Olympics
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(c) Bronze medals were won by Gagan Narang and Vijay in the London Olympics.
(d) Bronze medals have been won by Gagan Narang and Vijay in the London Olympics.
Q114. I didn’t speak even a single word in the meeting.
(a) Even a single word was not spoken by me in the meeting.
(b) Even a single word has not been spoken by me in the meeting.
(c) Even a single word had not been spoken by me in the meeting.
(d) Even a single word have not spoken by me in the meeting.
Q115. We have approached the police
(a) The police have been approached by us.
(b) The police had been approached by us.
(c) The police has been approaching by us.
(d) The police is been approached by us.
Q116. Robin would draw a picture in the competition.
(a) In the competition Robin would have to draw a picture.
(b) A picture in the competition would have been drawn by Robin.
(c) In the competition Robin would be drawn a picture.
(d) A picture would be drawn by Robin in the competition.
Q117. Our Almighty will bless wise men.
(a) Wise men will be blessed by our Almighty.
(b) Wise men should be blessed by our Almighty.
(c) Wise men have been blessed by our Almighty.
(d) Wise men would be blessed by our Almighty.
Q118. Will he have written a letter?
(a) Will a letter have written by him?
(b) Will a letter be written by him?
(c) Will a letter to be written by him?
(d) Will a letter have been written by him?
Q119. How did you manage to scale the high wall?
(a) How was the high wall managed to be scaled by you?
(b) How was the high wall managed by you?
(c) How was the the high wall scaled?
(d) How was scaling the high wall managed?
Q120. Wearing the seat belt has been mandatory in all metros by the police.
(a) The Police have made wearing the seat belt mandatory in all metros.
(b) The Police have been made wearing the seat belt mandatory in all metros .
(c) The Police has make wearing the seat belt mandatory in all metros.
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(d) The Police has made worn the seat belt mandatory in all metros.
Q121. She made the students laugh.
(a) The students were made to laugh.
(b) The students were made laughing.
(c) She was making students laugh.
(d) She was made to laugh by students.
Q122. A helpful and friendly person is welcomed.
(a) All welcome a helpful and friendly person.
(b) Everyone welcome a helpful and friendly person.
(c) Everyone welcomed a helpful and friendly person.
(d) Everyone welcomes a helpful and friendly person.
Q123. The Swiss regarded him as an imposter and called him a Villain.
(a) He was regarded as an imposter and was called a Villain by the Swiss.
(b) He is regarded as an imposter and was called a Villain by the Swiss.
(c) He was regarded as an imposter and is called a Villain by the Swiss.
(d) He has been regarded as an imposter and called a Villain by the Swiss.
Q124.She pulled the door and bolted it behind her.
(a) The door was pulled and bolted.
(b) The door was pull and bolted by her.
(c) The door was pulled and bolted by her from behind.
(d) The door was pulled and bolted by her
Q125. Rosemary was moved to tears at the sight of the miserable beggar.
(a) The sight of the miserable beggar moved Rosemary to tears.
(b)The sight of the miserable beggar has moved Rosemary to tears.
(c) The sight of the miserable beggar moves Rosemary to tears.
(d) The sight of the miserable beggar had moved Rosemary to tears.
Q126. I was made to laugh by them.
(a) They made laugh me.
(b) They make me laugh.
(c) They made me laugh.
(d) They had made me laugh.
Q127. You are to write it in ink.
(a) It is to be written in ink.
(b) It is written in ink by you.
(c) It has to be written in ink.
(d) It should be written in ink.
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Q128. The irregular government employees should be asked to quit.
(a) They should have quitted out the irregular government employees.
(b) They shall ask to quit the irregular government employees from jobs.
(c) They should ask the irregular government employees to quit from jobs.
(d) They asked to quit the irregular government employees.
Q129. Most people bore the shock bravely.
(a) The shock was bore bravely by most people.
(b) The shock was born bravely by most people.
(c) The shock was to be borne bravely by most people.
(d) The shock was borne bravely by most people.
Q130. Fifteen labourers are building a new wall around the school.
(a) A new wall is being built at the school by fifteen labourers
(b) A new wall is being build around the school by fifteen labourers
(c) Around the school a new wall is being built by fifteen labourers
(d) A new wall is being built around the school by fifteen labourers
Q131. People call him a fool.
(a) He has been called a fool.
(b) He is called a fool.
(c) He was called a fool.
(d) All people have called him a fool.
Q132. The news has surprised us.
(a) We have surprised the news.
(b) We have been surprised at the news.
(c) We had been surprised at the news.
(d) We have been surprised with the news.
Q133. Let’s play football in the ground.
(a) They suggest to play football in the ground
(b) It is suggested to playing football.
(c) It Is suggested that we should play football in the ground.
(d) We should play football in the ground.
Q134. Everyone thinks that the new educational system is very good.
(a) It is thought that the new educational system is very good.
(b) It was thought that the new educational system was very good.
(c) They thought the new educational system very good.
(d) The new educational system was thought to be very good.
Q135. Will I have to wait for them?
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(a) Will they have to be waited for by me?
(b) Will they have to waited for by me?
(c) Would they have to be waited for by me?
(d)Will they had to be waited for by me?
Q136. Lie face-down; stretch your arms in front.
(a) You are face down, arms are to be outstretched
(b) You should be lying face down, with arms outstretched.
(c) You should be lying face down; let arms stretch out.
(d) Let face be down; let arms be stretched out.
Q137. Must we clear the whole garbage?
(a) Must the whole garbage be cleared?
(b) Must the whole garbage be clear?
(c) Must the whole garbage be clear by us?
(d) Must the whole garbage is clear?
Q138. My parents have done this to help you in your financial crisis.
(a) This have been done by my parents to help you in your financial crisis.
(b) This is been done by my parents to help you in your financial crisis.
(c) This has been done by my parents to help you in your financial crisis.
(d) This is to be done by my parents to help you in your financial crisis.
Q139. She asked me if I could answer all the questions in the paper.
(a) I was asked if I could answer all the questions in the paper.
(b) I was questioned if I could answer all the questions in the paper.
(c) I was told if I could answer all the questions in the paper.
(d) I was asked if I could all answer the questions in the paper.
Q140.We saw him steal
(a) He was seen to steal by me.
(b) He was seen to steal.
(c) He were seen to steal by us
(d) He was seen to steal by us
Q141. Passengers were told to be ready to quit the ship.
(a) They told the passengers to be ready to quit the ship.
(b) To be ready to quit the ship the passengers were told.
(c) Be ready to quit the ship the passengers were told.
(d) To quit the ship the passengers were to be ready.
Q142. Surely the lost child must have been found by now.
(a) Surely must have found the lost child by now.
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(b) Surely someone must have found the lost child by now.
(c) Surely now must have found the lost child.
(d) Now must have found the lost child surely.
Q143. Whom did the people choose as the leader?
(a) Who was chosen as the leader?
(b) By whom was the leader chosen?
(c) Who was chosen as the leader by them?
(d) Who was being chosen as the leader by them?
Q144. Were the clothes dried in the lawn by mother?
(a) Did the mother dry the clothes in the lawn?
(b) Did the mother dried the clothes in the lawn?
(c) Did his mother dry the clothes in the lawn?
(d) Had the mother dried the clothes in the lawn?
Q145. We had to stop all other work to complete our assignment.
(a) All other work has to be stopped by us to complete our assignment.
(b) All other work had stopped by us to complete our assignment.
(c) All other work had to be stopped by us to complete our assignment.
(d) All other work was stopped by us to complete our assignment.
Q146. One should avoid honking the horn unnecessarily.
(a) Unnecessary honking of horn ought to be avoided.
(b) Unnecessary honking of horn can be avoided.
(c) Unnecessary honking of horn should be avoided.
(d) Unnecessary honking of horn must be avoided.
Q147. How many questions were attempted?
(a) How many questions did you attempted?
(b) How many questions did he attempt?
(c) How many questions did you attempt?
(d)How many questions have you attempt?
Q148. Sita learns her lessons daily.
(a) Her lessons is learnt daily by Sita.
(b) Her lessons are learnt daily by Sita.
(c) Her lessons was learnt daily by Sita.
(d) Her lessons were learnt daily by Sita.
Q149. I shall be obliged to go.
(a) Circumstance could oblige me to go.
(b) Circumstance may oblige me to go.
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(c) Circumstance would oblige me to go.
(d) Circumstance will oblige me to go.
Q150.TheArmy chief punished his subordinate.
(a) His subordinate is punished by the Army chief.
(b) His subordinate is being punished by the Army chief.
(c) His subordinate was punished by the Army chief.
(d) His subordinate was being punished by the Army chief.
Q151. They created such a fuss over a trivial matter.
(a) Such a fuss is being created over a trivial matter.
(b) Such a fuss was created over a trivial matter.
(c) Such a fuss has been created over a trivial matter.
(d) By them such a fuss has been created over a trivial matter.
Q152. Children should be taken care of by parents.
(a) Parents will take care of children.
(b) Parents will be taking care of children.
(c) Parents should take care of children
(d) Parents should have taken care of children.
Q153. Who is looking after your garden?
(a) By whom is your garden being looked after?
(b) By whom is your garden looked after?
(c) Who is your garden being looked after by?
(d) Whom is your garden being looked after?
Q154. We shall write a novel.
(a) A novel will have been written by us.
(b) A novel will be written by us.
(c) A novel would be written by us.
(d) A novel is written by us.
Q155. These days most of the students do their assignments with the help of the internet.
(a) These days the assignments are being done with the help of the internet by most of the students.
(b) These days the assignments were being done with the help of the internet.
(c) These days most of the assignments are done with the help of the internet by the students.
(d) These days most of the students are doing their assignments with the help of the internet.
Q156.Why does she teach the slum children free?
(a)Why are slum children taught by her?
(b)Why are slum children taught free?
(c)Why are slum children taught freely by her?
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(d)Why are slum children taught free by her?
Q157. A letter has been written by me.
(a) I have been writing a letter.
(b) I has written a letter.
(c) I had written a letter.
(d) I have written a letter.
Q158. He made us work.
(a) We were made to work by him.
(b) We would work by him.
(c) We might work by him.
(d) We have to work by him.
Q159. They ought to have loved their neighbours.
(a) Their neighbours ought to have loved.
(b) Their neighbours ought to be loved,
(c) Their neighbours ought to have been loved.
(d) The neighbours ought to be loved.
Q160. Whom did you laugh at?
(a) Who was' being laughed at with you ?
(b) Whom was laughed at by you?
(c) By whom was laughed by you?
(d)Who was laughed at by you?
Q161. Was the latest technology mobile displayed by the show room?
(a) Is the latest technology mobile displayed by the show room?
(b) Does the showroom display the latest technology mobile?
(c) Did the showroom displayed the latest technology mobile?
(d) Did the showroom display the latest technology mobile?
Q162. Had mother treated the guests well at home?
(a) Had the guests been treated well at home?
(b) Have the guests been treated well at home by mother?
(c) Had the guests been treated well at home by mother?
(d) Had the guests treated well at home by mother?
Q163. Why did he deprive you of the membership ?
(a) Why you were deprived of the membership?
(b) Why were you deprived of his membership by him?
(c) Why was he deprived of his membership?
(d) Why were you deprived of your membership by him?
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Q164. Were the children making lot of noise in the class?
(a) Were a lot of noise being made in the class by the children?
(b) Was a lot of noise being made in the class by the children?
(c) Was a lot of noise made in the class by the children?
(d) Was a lot of noise being make in the class by the children?
Q165. Politicians do not add any value to their constituencies after they win the elections.
(a) No values to their constituencies is added by politicians after they win the elections.
(b) No value is added to their constituencies by politicians after they win the elections.
(c) No values are added to their constituencies by politicians after they win the elections.
(d) No value is added to their constituencies after they win the elections.
Q166. Don't subject the animals to cruelty.
(a) The animals are not be subjected to cruelly.
(b) The animals shall not be subjected to cruelty.
(c) The animals will not be subjected to cruelty.
(d) The animals should not be subjected to cruelty.
Q167. The schools take care of the overall needs of the students.
(a) The overall needs of the students are taken care of by the schools.
(b) The overall need of the students will be taken care of by the schools
(c) The overall needs of the students are taken care by the schools
(d) The overall needs of the students are to be taken care of by the schools
Q168. We prohibit smoking.
(a) Smoking will be prohibited.
(b) Smoking is prohibited.
(c) Smoking has been prohibited.
(d) Smoking is being prohibited.
Q169.We should not encourage indiscipline.
(a) Indiscipline should have not encouraged by us.
(b) Indiscipline should not be encouraged by us.
(c) Indiscipline should not being encouraged.
(d) Indiscipline should not been encouraged.
Q170. I donated all my old clothes and some cash to charity.
(a) All my old clothes and some cash was donated to charity by me.
(B) All my old clothes and some cash were donated to charity by me.
(C) All my old clothes and some cash is donated to charity by me.
(D) All my old clothes and some cash has been donated to charity by me.
Q171. The court quashed the judgment.
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(a) The judgment will be quashed by the court.
(B) The judgment would be quashed by the court.
(C) The judgment was quashed by the court.
(D) The judgment quashed the court.
Q172. The train kept the people waiting.
(a) The people were kept waiting by the train.
(B) The people kept waiting by the train.
(C) The people were waiting for the train.
(D) The people were being kept waiting by the train.
Q173.The doctor advised me to give up sweets.
(a) To me give up sweets was advised by doctor.
(b) The doctor advised to give up sweets me.
(c) I was advised by the doctor to give up sweets.
(d) I was advised to give up eat sweets by the doctor.
Q174. They have spotted me in the crowd.
(a) I am spotted by them in the crowd.
(b) I will have been spotted by them in the crowd.
(c) I would have been spotted by them in the crowd.
(d) I have been spotted by them in the crowd.
Q175. A passerby took the injured to the hospital.
(a) The injured was taken to the hospital by a passerby.
(B) The injured were taken to the hospital by a passerby.
(C) The injured took to the hospital by a passerby.
(D) The injured was taken to the hospital.
Q176. We will know the results of this interview after six months.
(a) The results of this interview will be known after six months.
(b) The results will be known of this interview after six months.
(c) After six months, we will know the outcome of this interview.
(d) This interview will have a known outcome after six months.
Q177. His Students call him a genius.
(a) He has been called a genius.
(b) He is called a genius.
(c) He was called a genius.
(d) His Students have called him a genius.
Q178. I was surprised to see by his make over.
(a) His make over surprises me.
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(B) His make over surprise me.
(C) His make over surprised me.
(D) His make over has surprised me.
Q179. The men had constructed the bridge.
(a) The bridge has been constructed by the men.
(b) The bridge was constructed by the men.
(c) The bridge was being constructed by the men.
(d) The bridge had been constructed by the men.
Q180.Do not inform the police about the robbery.
(a) The police do not be informed about the robbery.
(b) Let not the police be informed about the robbery.
(c) Let the police be informed about the robbery.
(d) The police need to be informed by the robbery.
Q181. The situation could hardly have been altered by the interference of the police force.
(a) The interference of the police force could hardly have altered the situation.
(b) The interference of the police force can hardly alter the situation.
(c) The interference of the police force had altered the situation.
(d) The interference of the police force could alter the situation with hardness.
Q182. We expect all our students to do well
(a) All our students to do well is expect by us.
(b) All are students is expecting by us to do well.
(c) All our students to do well is to be expected by us.
(d) All our students to do well is expected by us.
Q183. Who gave you ice-cream ?
(a) Who has given you ice-cream?
(b) By whom were you given ice-cream ?
(c) By whom was you given ice-cream ?
(d) Who had given you ice-cream?
Q184. He committed a mistake by joining their secret group.
(a) A mistake was committed by joining their secret group by him.
(b) A mistake was committed by joining their secret group.
(c) A mistake was committed by him by joining their secret group.
(d) Joining their secret group was a mistake committed by him.
Q185. Why was the thief being chased by the boy?
(a) By the boy why was the thief being chased?
(b) Why did the boy chase the thief?
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(c) Why the boy was chasing the thief?
(d) Why was the boy chasing the thief?
Q186. Has your elder sister applied for the interview posts?
(a) Have the interview posts been applied for by your elder sister?
(b) Have the interview posts applied for by your elder sister?
(c) Has the interview posts been applied by your elder sister?
(d) Has the interview posts been applied?
Q187. The rising gale fanned the smouldering fire.
(a) The smouldering fire was fanned by the rising gale.
(b) The smouldering fire is fanned by the rising gale.
(c) The fan was smouldered by the rising gale.
(d) The smouldered fire was fanned by the rising gale.
Q188. Did you understand the whole question?
(a) Were the whole question understood by you?
(b) I wholly understood the question.
(c) I understand the whole question.
(d) I understood the whole question.
Q189. Why did you change the book?
(a) Why was the book changed?
(b) Why did the book changed by you?
(c) Why was the book change by you?
(d) Why was the book changed by you?
Q190. The bank opens a thousand new accounts every month
(a) A thousand new accounts were opened every month by the bank
(b) A thousand new accounts are opened every month.
(c) A thousand new accounts are to be opened every month by the bank
(d) A thousand new accounts are opened every month by the bank.
Q191. Who had delayed the project?
(a) By whom the project had been delayed?
(b) Whom the project had been delayed?
(c) By whom the project has been delayed?
(d) By whom the project had been delay?
Q192. I watch a movie every month.
(a) A movie is watched every month by me.
(b) Every movie is watched a month by me.
(c) A movie is watched every month by I.
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(d) A movie is being watched every month by me.
Q193. He could have done that work.
(a)That work could had been done by him.
(b)That work could have been done.
(c)That work could have been done by him.
(d)That work could be done by him.
Q194. We will have selected a new team by Monday
(a) By Monday a new team will have been selected by us.
(b) A new team will have been selected by us by Monday.
(c) A new team will have selected by us by Monday.
(d) A new team will have been selected by us.
Q195. Don't reply until someone asks you something
(a) Don’t reply until you are asked something.
(b) Don't reply until someone is asked to you.
(c) Don’t reply until you have been asked.
(d) Don’t reply until someone has been asked to.
Q196. Ratan is performing an experiment.
(a) Experiments were performed by Ratan.
(b) An experiment was performed by Ratan.
(c) An experiment is performed by Ratan.
(d) An experiment is being performed by Ratan.
Q197. Who had laughed at you?
(a) By whom were you been laughed at?
(b) By whom had you been laughed at?
(c) Who had you been laughed at?
(d) By whom you had been laughed at?
Q198. Kindly offer your remarks.
(a) You are being requested to offer your remarks.
(b) You are requested to offer your remarks.
(c) You were requested to offer your remarks.
(d) You have been requested to offer your remarks.
Q199. The news has been brought to us by him.
(a) He brought us the news.
(b) He has brought us the news.
(c) He was brought the news to us.
(d) We brought the news to him.
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Q200. One must keep one’s promises.
(a) One’s promises are kept.
(b) One’s promises must be kept.
(c) One's promises were kept.
(d) One’s promises must kept.
Q201. They have cut all the telephone wires.
(a) All the telephone wires will be cut.
(b) All the telephone wires had been cut.
(c) All the telephone wires have been cut.
(d) All the telephone wires shall be cut.
Q202. Let us organize a surprise party.
(a) Let a surprise party be organized by us.
(b) Let a surprise party be organized.
(c) Let a surprise party organized by us.
(d) A surprise party is to be organized.
Q203. Who gave you the money?
(a) By whom was you given the money?
(b) By whom were you given the money?
(c) Who gave the money to you?
(d) Who was given money by you?
Q204. Who delayed the whole work?
(a)The whole work was delayed by whom?
(b) The whole work is delayed by who?
(c) Whom was the whole work delayed?
(d) By who was the whole work delayed?
Q205. The Police chief gave him a warning.
(a) He was given by the Police chief a warning.
(b) He was given a warning by a Police chief.
(c) He was given a warning by the Police chief.
(d) A warning was given by him to the Police chief.
Q206. Does your watch show right time?
(a) Is the right time shown in your watch?
(b) Is the right time shown your watch?
(c) Is the right time show by your watch?
(d) Is the right time shown by your watch?
Q207. The goal keeper saved the goal in the last minute.
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(a)The goal was saved in the last minute by the goal keeper.
(b) The goal was saved by the goal keeper.
(c) The goal is saved in the last minute by the goal keeper.
(d) The goal was saved in the last minute.
Q208. People call him a master of chess.
(a) He has been called a master of chess.
(b) He is called a master of chess by the people.
(c) The people have been calling him a master of chess.
(d) All the people have called him a master of chess.
Q209. Leo Tolstoy wrote 'War and Peace'.
(a) ‘War and Peace’ was written by Leo Tolstoy.
(b) ’War and Peace' is written by Leo Tolstoy.
(c) ‘War and Peace’ will be written by Leo Tolstoy.
(d) ‘War and Peace' was being written by Leo Tolstoy.
Q210. I am trying to contact him.
(a) He is being tried to contact by me.
(b) Contacting him is being tried by me.
(c) He tried to contact me.
(d) He is being contacting me.
Q211. Our vehicle had been stolen from our garage by the same burglary team.
(a) The same burglary team had stolen our vehicle from our garage.
(b) The same burglary team has stolen our vehicle from our garage.
(c) The same burglary team is stealing our vehicle from our garage.
(d) The same burglary team will have stolen our vehicle from our garage.
Q212. I shall write a letter.
(a) A letter is written by me.
(b) A letter will be written by me.
(c) A letter has written to me.
(d) A letter has been written by me.
Q213. Will Motin be helped by us ?
(a) Will Motin help us ?
(b) Shall we help Motin ?
(c) Shall Motin be helped?
(d) We shall helped Motin ?
Q214. It is time to water the plants.
(a) It is time for the plants to be watered.
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(b) It is time the plants be watered.
(c) It is time when plants are watered.
(d) The plants should be watered.
Q215. I cannot draw this picture.
(a) This picture cannot be drawn by me.
(b) This picture cannot be drawn by I.
(c) This picture could not be drawn by me.
(d) This picture could not be drawn by I.
Q216. Rajesh could not complete his because he had a headache.
(a) Rajesh’s paper would not be completed because he had a headache.
(b) The paper could not be completed by Rajesh because he had a headache.
(c) Rajesh’s paper could not be completed because he had a headache.
(d) The paper of Rajesh could not be completed by him because he had a headache.
Q217. The scheme permits investors to buy the shares from foreign companies.
(a) Under the scheme the investors may be permitted to buy shares from foreign companies.
(b) Under the scheme the investors have been permitted to buy shares from foreign companies.
(c) Under the scheme the investors are permitted to buy shares from foreign companies.
(d) Under the scheme the investors were permitted to buy shares from foreign companies.
Q218. What do you do on Sunday?
(a)What is done by you?
(b)What is done on Sunday?
(c)What is done on Sunday by you?
(d)What was done on Sunday by you?
Q219. That too many cooks spoils the broth is known to all.
(a) All know that too many cooks spoils the broth.
(b) All knew that too many cooks spoilt the broth.
(c) All know that the broth is spoilt by too many cooks.
(d) All knows that the broth is spoilt by too many cooks.
Q220. The judge ordered the murderer to be hanged.
(a) The murderer was ordered by the judge to be hanged.
(b) The murderer was to be hanged according to the order of the judge.
(c) The order was given by the judge to hang the murderer.
(d) It was ordered by the judge to hang the murderer.
Q221. Thick clouds have overcast the sky.
(a) The sky has been overcast by thick clouds.
(b) The sky overcast by thick clouds.
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(c) The sky is overcast by thick clouds,
(d) The sky is being overcast by thick clouds.
Q222. Who tore the curtains yesterday?
(a) By whom were the curtains teared yesterday?
(b) By whom were the curtains torn yesterday?
(c) By whom were the curtains tore yesterday?
(d) By whom are the curtains torn yesterday?
Q223. One should not give unsolicited advice.
(a) Unsolicited advice is not to be given.
(b) Unsolicited advice can't be given.
(c) Unsolicited advice may not be given.
(d) Unsolicited advice should not be given.
Q224. They have made a film based on this novel.
(a) A film was based on this novel and made.
(b) A film have been made based on this novel.
(c) A film, based on this novel, has been made
(d) A film has been based and made on this novel.
Q225.Pinnacle students cleared every exam with flying colours.
(a) Every exam was cleared with flying colours.
(b) Every exam was cleared by Pinnacle students with flying colours.
(c) Every exam cleared by Pinnacle students with flying colours.
(d) Every exam is cleared by Pinnacle students with flying colours.
Q226. The lightning caused a serious forest fire and damaged many nearby houses.
(a) A serious forest fire has been caused by lightning and many nearby houses have been damaged.
(b) A serious forest fire was caused by lightning and many houses are damaged.
(c) A serious forest fire had been caused by lightning and many nearby houses had been damaged.
(d) A serious forest fire was caused by lightning and many nearby houses were damaged.
Q227. Today I accomplished my task successfully.
(a) Today my task is accomplished successfully.
(b) Today my task has been accomplished successfully.
(c) Today my task accomplished successfully.
(d) Today my task was accomplished successfully.
Q228. They are going to build a new airport near the old one.
(a) A new airport going to be built near- the old one.
(b) A new airport is being built near the old one.
(c) A new airport will be built near the old one.
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(d) A new airport is going to be built near the old one.
Q229. My watch can’t be repaired by anyone,
(a) No one will repair my watch.
(b) No one can repair my watch.
(c) No one can't repair my watch.
(d) No one will be able to repair my watch.
Q230. Gandhiji started the Quit India Movement in 1942.
(a) The Quit India Movement was started by Gandhiji in 1942.
(b) The Quit India Movement was been started by Gandhiji in 1842.
(c) The Quit India Movement had been started by Gandhiji in 1942.
(d) The Quit India Movement started by Gandhiji in 1942.
Q231.The curd tastes sour.
(a)The curd was sour when tasted.
(b) The curd was sour when someone was tasting.
(c) The curd is sour when it is tasted.
(d) The curd was sour when it was tasted.
Q232. Who asked you to draft this letter?
(a) By who you are asked to draft this letter.
(b) By who have you been asked to draft this letter.
(c) By whom were you asked lo draft this, letter?
(d) By whom you were asked to draft this letter.
Q233.The terrorists should be hanged.
(a)They should have hanged the terrorists.
(b) They will hang the terrorists.
(c) One should hang the terrorists.
(d) They hanged the terrorists.
Q234. The teacher asked the students not to make a noise in the class.
(a)The student was asked by the teacher to make a noise in the class.
(b) The students were asked by the teacher not to make a noise in the class.
(c)The students had been asked not to make a noise in the class.
(d) None of these
Q235. Everyone knew there was a fire on board.
(a) A fire on board was known to be by everyone.
(b) A fire was known to be there.
(c) A fire on board was known there by everyone.
(d) There was a fire on board was known by everyone.
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Q236. These days he has opened a new showroom for the upper middle class in Hisar.
(a) He has opened a new showroom for the upper middle class in Hisar these days.
(b) A new showroom in Hisar has been opened by him these days.
(c) A new showroom for the upper middle class in Hisar has been opened by him these days
(d) These days a new showroom for the upper middle class in Hisar has been opened by him.
Q237. Lata Mangeskar wrote the song and sang it.
(a) The song was written and sung by Lata Mangeshkar.
(b) The song was wrote and sung by Lata Mangeshkar.
(c) The song were written and sung by Lata Mangeshkar.
(d) The song was written and sang by Lata Mangeshkar.
Q238. All your needs will be taken care of at our institute, Pinnacle.
(a) Our institute, Pinnacle will take care of all your needs.
(b) Our institute, Pinnacle will be taking care of all your needs.
(c) Our institute, Pinnacle will have taken care of all your needs.
(d) Our institute, Pinnacle will have cared for all your needs.
Q239. Please inform them about the changed schedule
(a) Let them been informed about the changed schedule
(b) You are requested to inform them about the changed schedule.
(c) To inform them is requested.
(d) You are requested to please inform them about the changed schedule
Q240. Why had you not deposited the school less?
(a) Why had the school fees not been deposited by you?
(b) Why the school fees had not been deposited by you?
(c) Why had the school fees been deposited by you?
(d) Why the school fees had been not deposited by you?
Q241. Did the noise frighten you?
(a) Did you frighten the noise?
(b) Was the noise frightened by you?
(c) Were you frightened by the noise?
(d) Were you frighten by the noise?
Q242. Test Series and study material of Pinnacle are widely used by students who wish to clear
SSC CGL.
(a) Students who wished to clear SSC CGL widely use test series and study material of Pinnacle
(b) Students clearing exams widely use test series and study material of Pinnacle
(c) Students who clear exams widely use test series of Pinnacle
(d) Students who wish to clear exams widely test series and study material of Pinnacle
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Q243. Political parties have demanded a probe into the destruction of evidence.
(a) A probe has been demanded into the destruction of evidence.
(b) A probe is been demanded into the destruction of evidence.
(c) A probe has been demanded the destruction of evidence.
(d) A probe has been demand into the destruction of evidence.
Q244. The wild bulls destroyed the whole crop.
(a) The whole crop was destroyed.
(b) The whole crop destroyed by the wild bull.
(c) The whole crop was destroyed by the wild bull.
(d) The whole crops were destroyed by the wild bull.
Q245. The Greeks expected to win the international trophy.
(a) It was expected that the Greeks would win the international trophy.
(b) The international trophy was expected to be won by the Greeks.
(c) It was expected that the Greeks will win the international trophy.
(d) It was expected by the Greeks that they would win the international trophy.
Q246.Must we submit the whole fees in advance?
(a) Must the whole fees be submitted in advance?
(b) Must the whole fees be submit in advance?
(c) Must the whole fees be submit in advance by us?
(d) Must the whole fees is submit?
Q247. They let Geeta participate.
(a) Geeta was let to participate.
(b) Geeta was let to be participated.
(c) Geeta participated.
(d) Geeta were let to be participated.
Q248. Ram asked Rajesh to switch off the fan.
(a) Rajesh is asked to switch off the fan by Ram.
(b) Rajesh was asked to switch off the fan by Ram.
(c) Ram asked to be switched off the fan by Ram.
(d) Ram was asked to switch off the fan by Ram.
Q249. Who was teaching him French?
(a) Whom was he being taught French ?
(b) Who had he been taught French by?
(c) By whom was he being taught French ?
(d) By whom was he been taught French ?
Q250. Did he feel I was lying?
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(a) Was I feel to be lying by him?
(b) Was I felt to be lying by him?
(c) Was I felt to be lied by him?
(d) I was felt to be lied by them.

Solutions and Explanations:
1 a 11 a 21 d 31 c 41 b
2 b 12 a 22 a 32 a 42 c
3 c 13 d 23 b 33 a 43 b
4 a 14 a 24 d 34 c 44 c
5 d 15 a 25 d 35 b 45 d
6 d 16 d 26 b 36 d 46 d
7 c 17 b 27 d 37 c 47 c
8 a 18 c 28 b 38 d 48 c
9 a 19 c 29 b 39 a 49 d
10 a 20 c 30 b 40 a 50 b
Ans1. (a)We have cycled more than ten kilometres.
(a) More than ten kilometres have been cycled by us. (Correct)
(b) We have been cycling for more than ten kilometres.(Incorrect subject)
(c) More than ten kilometres had been cycled by us.(Tense has changed)
(d) More than ten kilometres have been cycle by us (third form of the verb not used)
Ans2. (b)Let him be told to do it.
(a) Tell him about doing it. (meaning has changed)
(b) Tell him to do it. (correct)
(c) He is told to do it. (meaning has changed)
(d) He should be told to do it.(Incorrect word)
Ans3. (c)Many types of fish were being sold by them at the market.
(a) They have sold many types of fish at the market. (Tense has changed)
(b) They are selling many types of fish at the market. (Tense has changed)
(c) They were selling many types of fish at the market. (Correct)
(d) They sell many types of fish at the market. (Tense has changed)
Ans4. (a)Suresh was nominated by my friend for the post.
(a) My friend nominated Suresh for the post. (Correct)
(b) My friend has nominated Suresh for the post. (Tense has changed)
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(c) My friend nominates Suresh for the post. (Tense has changed)
(d) My friend is nominating Suresh for the post. (Tense has changed)
Ans5. (d) Ayurveda makes wide use of ginger to treat a host of disorders.
(a) Wide use of ginger has been made in Ayurveda to treat a host of disorders. (Tense has changed)
(b) Ginger is being widely used to treat a host of disorders in Ayurveda (Tense has changed)
(c) A host of disorders are made use of in Ayurveda with regard to ginger.(Meaning has changed)
(d) Wide use of ginger is made in Ayurveda to treat a host of disorders.(Correct)
Ans6. (d) Where was the football match being played?
(a) Where are they playing the football match? (Tense has changed)
(b) Where they are playing the football match? (Tense has changed)
(c) Where they were playing the football match? (Incorrect structure)
(d) Where were they playing the football match?(correct)
Ans7. (c)People believed that witches communicated with the devil.
(a) That witches communicated with the devil is being believed (Tense has changed)
(b) It was believed that the witches have communicated with the devil. (Tense has changed)
(c) It was believed that witches communicated with the devil. (Correct)
(d) That witches communicated with the devil has been widely believed (Tense has changed)
Ans8. (a) He was disgusted with the flattery of his assistant.
(a) The flattery of his assistant disgusted him. (Correct)
(b) His assistant's flattery had disgusted him. (Incorrect word/s)
(c) He was disgusted with his assistant for his flattery.(Incorrect subject)
(d) The flattery of his assistant will disgust him. (Tense has changed)
Ans9. (a) His comment hurt me deeply.
(a) I was hurt deeply by his comment. (Correct)
(b) I could be hurt deeply by his comment. (Meaning has changed)
(c) His comment was hurtful. (Meaning has changed)
(d) I should not be hurt by his comment. (Meaning has changed)
Ans10. (a) The annual function will be inaugurated by the Chairman.
(a) The Chairman will inaugurate the annual function. (Correct)
(b) The Chairman may inaugurate the annual function. (Incorrect word)
(c) The Chairman inaugurated the annual function. (Tense has changed)
(d) The Chairman has inaugurated the annual function. (Tense has changed)
Ans11. (a) He is writing a letter.
(a) A letter is being written by him. (Correct)
(b) A letter is written by him. (Tense has changed)
(c) A letter has been written by him. (Tense has changed)
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(d) Let a letter be written by him. (Meaning has changed)
Ans12. (a) She is reading a novel.
(a) A novel is being read by her. (Correct)
(b) A novel has been read by her. (Tense has changed)
(c) A novel is read by her. (Tense has changed)
(d) A novel was being read by her. (Tense has changed)
Ans13. (d) The doctor bandaged the arm of the injured man.
(a) The injured man bandaged his arm.(The doctor is missing)
(b) The injured man made the doctor injure his arm.(Meaning has changed)
(c) The doctor injured and bandaged the arm of a man. (Incorrect structure)
(d) The arm of the injured man was bandaged by the doctor. (Correct)
Ans14. (a) The poor must be looked after by society.
(a) Society must look after the poor. (Correct)
(b) Society must looked after the poor. (Incorrect word/s)
(c) Society must be looked after the poor. (Meaning has changed)
(d) Society must have looked after the poor. (Tense has changed)
Ans15. (a) The boy laughed at the lame man.
(a) The lame man was laughed at by the boy. (Correct)
(b) The lame man was laughed by the boy.(Missing at)
(c) The boy laughed when he saw the lame man. (Meaning has changed)
(d) The boy laughed seeing the lame man. (Meaning has changed)
Ans16. (d) He will object to my proposal.
(a) The objection to my proposal will come from him. (Incorrect subject)
(b) There will be an objection to my proposal by him. (Incorrect subject)
(c) His objection will be to my proposal. (Incorrect subject)
(d) My proposal will be objected to by him. (Correct)
Ans17. (b) People say that he is a spy.
(a) It is said he is a spy. (Incomplete)
(b) It is said by the people that he is a spy . (Correct)
(c) It has been said that he is a spy. (Tense has changed)
(d) It was said that he is a spy. (Tense has changed)
Ans18. (c) He opens the door.
(a) The door will be opened by him. (Incorrect tense)
(b) The door was opened by him. (Incorrect tense)
(c) The door is opened by him. (Correct)
(d) The door will be opened by him. (Incorrect tense)
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Ans19. (c) The child upset the salt over everything.
(a) The salt is upsetted by the child over everything.(Incorrect word)
(b) The child is upset about the salt over everything. (Meaning has changed)
(c) The salt was upset over everything by the child(Correct)
(d) The salt is upset over everything by the child(Tense has changed)
Ans20. (c) The painting would have been stolen if he hadn't helped
(a) Someone stole the painting if he hadn't helped (Tense has changed)
(b) Someone had stolen the painting if he hadn't helped(Meaning has changed)
(c) Someone would have stolen the painting if he hadn't helped(Correct)
(d) Someone may have stolen the painting if he hadn’t helped(Incorrect word/s)
Ans21. (d) Why should they punish the innocent?
(a) Why should they be punished by the innocent? (Meaning has changed)
(b) Why they should be punished by the innocent? (Meaning has changed)
(c) Why the innocent should be punished by them? (Incorrect structure)
(d) Why should the innocent be punished by them? (Correct)
Ans22. (a) The security guards had blocked every exit.
(a) Every exit had been blocked by the security guards. (Correct)
(b) Every exit has been blocked by the security guards. (Tense has changed)
(c) Every exit was blocked by the security guards. (Tense has changed)
(d) Every exit was being blocked by the security guards. (Tense has changed)
Ans23. (b) Two motorcycle mechanics were arrested for their alleged involvement in innumerable
vehicle thefts.
(a) The police has arrested two motorcycle mechanics for their alleged involvement in innumerable
vehicle thefts. (Tense has changed)
(b) The police arrested two motorcycle mechanics for their alleged involvement in
innumerable vehicle thefts. (Correct)
(c) For their alleged involvement in innumerable vehicle thefts, police had arrested two motorcycle
mechanics. (Tense has changed)
(d) For their alleged involvement in innumerable vehicle thefts, two motorcycle mechanics have
been arrested (Incorrect subject)
Ans24. (d) Drafting a letter is a skill which can be acquired by you with a lot of practice.
(a) You may acquired the skill of drafting a letter with a lot of practice. (Incorrect word/s)
(b) Drafting a letter is a skill which you will acquire with a lot of practice. (Incorrect word/s)
(c) Drafting a letter is a skill which you could acquire with a lot of practice. (Incorrect word/s)
(d) Drafting a letter is a skill which you can acquire with a lot of practice. (Correct)
Ans25. (d) Where did you send the parcel?
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(a) Where is the parcel sent by you? (Tense has changed)
(b) Where has the parcel been sent by you? (Tense has changed)
(c) Where can the parcel be sent by you? (Tense has changed)
(d) Where was the parcel sent by you? (Correct)
Ans26. (b) Abha sent me a card
(a) A card will be send to me by Abha (Tense has changed)
(b) A card was sent to me by Abba (Correct)
(c) A card will be sent to me by Abha (Tense has changed)
(d) A card is sent to me by Abha (Meaning has changed)
Ans27. (d) He completed the story on time.
(a) The story was being completed by him on time. (Tense has changed)
(b) The story completed by him on time.(Helping verb is missing)
(c) The story had completed by him on time. (Tense has changed)
(d) The story was completed by him on time. (Correct)
Ans28. (b) Deforestation has reduced rainfall in the tropical lands.
(a) Reduced rainfall deforested the tropical lands. (Meaning has changed)
(b) Rainfall has been reduced due to deforestation in tropical lands. (Correct)
(c) Tropical lands have been reduced by rainfall. (Meaning has changed)
(d) Rainfall has been reduced and caused deforestation.(Tropical lands is missing)
Ans29. (b) We should respect elders.
(a) Elders are to be respected (Incorrect words)
(b) Elders should be respected (Correct)
(c) Elders have been respected(Incorrect words)
(d) Elders should have respected (Meaning has changed)
Ans30. (b) Why didn't you bring the matter to my notice?
(a) Why isn’t the matter brought by you to my notice? (Tense has changed)
(b) Why wasn't the matter brought by you to my notice? (Correct)
(c) Why isn't the matter brought to my notice? (Tense has changed)
(d) Why wasn’t the matter brought to my notice? (By you is missing)
Ans31. (c) The lady is treading on the flowers.
(a) The flowers are being trod on by the lady. (Incorrect word/s)
(b) The flowers arc being trodden on by the lady. (Incorrect word/s)
(c) The flowers are being treaded on by the lady. (Correct)
(d) The flowers are being treaden on by the lady. (Incorrect word/s)
Ans32. (a) My last venture undid me completely.
(a) I was completely undone by my last venture. (Correct)
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(b) I was incompletely done by my last venture. (Tense has changed)
(c) I was not done completely by my last venture. (Tense has changed)
(d) I was not being undone completely by my last venture. (Tense has changed)
Ans33. (a) They are being bitten by mosquitoes all over.
(a) Mosquitoes are biting them all over. (Correct)
(b) Mosquitoes had bit them al) over. (Tense has changed)
(c) Mosquitoes have bit them all over. (Tense has changed)
(d) Mosquitoes are bitten them all over.( (Tense has changed)
Ans34. (c) He neither questions nor understands them.
(a) They were neither questioned nor understood by him. (Tense has changed)
(b) They are neither questioned or understood by him.(Incorrect word)
(c) They are neither questioned nor understood by him. (Correct)
(d) They are neither questioned nor have been understood by him. (Tense has changed)
Ans35. (b) The packet has not been opened by anyone.
(a) Anyone has not opened the packet.(Incorrect word)
(b) No one has opened the packet. (Correct)
(c) No one has not opened the packet. (No one and not both have been used)
(d) No one has been opening the packet. (Tense has changed)
Ans36. (d) His friends accused him of theft.
(a) He can be accused of theft by his friends. (Incorrect word/s)
(b) He is being accused of theft by his friends. (Tense has changed)
(c) He had been accused of theft by his friends. (Tense has changed)
(d) He was accused of theft by his friends. (Correct)
Ans37. (c) The money was stolen by an employee of the bank.
(a) An employee of the bank had stolen the money. (Tense has changed)
(b) An employee of the bank steal the money. (Incorrect word)
(c) An employee of the bank stole the money. (Correct)
(d) The money can be stolen by an employee of the bank. (Tense has changed)
Ans38. (d) Sheela painted the house green.
(a) The house will be painted green by Sheela (Tense has changed)
(b) The house is painted green by Sheela (Tense has changed)
(c) The house has been painted green by Sheela (Tense has changed)
(d) The house was painted green by Sheela (Correct)
Ans39. (a) One of the girls in the class will sing the national anthem at the end of the function.
(a) The national anthem will be sung by one of the girls in the class at the end of the function.
(Correct)
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(b) There is a girl in the class who sings national anthem. (Meaning has changed)
(c) A girl to sing national anthem is there in the class. (Meaning has changed)
(d) The function will end a girl will sing national anthem at the end of the function.(Incorrect
beginning)
Ans40. (a) Rohit was taken to the hospital by the villagers.
(a) The villagers took Rohit to the hospital. (Correct)
(b) The villagers reached the hospital with Rohit.(Taken is missing)
(c) The hospital was reached by the villagers with Rohit.(Reached is not mentioned in the question)
(d) Rohit was helped by the villagers to reach the hospital. (Meaning has changed)
Ans41. (b) Father called up Angela on her birthday.
(a) Angela called up her father on her birthday. (Meaning has changed)
(b) Angela was called up by father on her birthday. (Correct)
(c) Angela received a call from her father on her birthday. (Incorrect word/s)
(d) On her birthday Angela was called up by her father. (Incorrect subject)
Ans42. (c) Finish the game.
(a) Let the game finish.(meaning has changed)
(b) The game should be finished (Incorrect structure)
(c) Let the game be finished (Correct)
(d) The game had to be finished (Meaning has changed)
Ans43. (b) The task should have been completed by the student.
(a) The student should complete the task.(Tense has changed)
(b) The student should have completed the task. (Correct)
(c) The student should be completing the task. (Tense has changed)
(d) The student should have complete the task.(Tense has changed)
Ans44. (c) He has sent me a present.
(a) I have been sent to him a present. (Meaning has changed)
(b) A present have been sent to me. (Incorrect verb)
(c) A present has been sent to me by him. (Correct)
(d) A present will be sent to me by him. (Tense has changed)
Ans45. (d) They believe Veerappan to be dangerous.
(a) Veerapan has been believed to be dangerous. (Tense has changed)
(b) Vecrapan could be believed to be dangerous. (Tense has changed)
(c) Veerappan can be believed to be dangerous. (Tense has changed)
(d) Veerappan is believed to be dangerous. (Correct)
Ans46. (d) Parents love their children.
(a) Children will be loved by their parents. (Tense has changed)
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(b) Children have been loved by their parents. (Tense has changed)
(c) Children are being loved by their parents. (Tense has changed)
(d) Children are loved by their parents.(Correct)
Ans47. (c) The growing population problem will be discussed at the conference.
They/Some people
(a) discusses the growing population at the conference. (Tense has changed)
(b) discussed the growing population al the conference. (Tense has changed)
(c) will discuss the growing population problem at the conference. (correct)
(d) discuss the growing population at the conference. (Tense has changed)
Ans48. (c) Somebody introduced me to Dr. Martin yesterday.
(a) Yesterday Dr. Marlin was introduced by somebody. (To me is missing)
(b) Somebody was introduced to Dr. Martin yesterday. (Meaning has changed)
(c) I was introduced to Dr. Martin yesterday. (Correct)
(d) Dr. Martin was introduced by me yesterday. (Meaning has changed)
Ans49. (d) All of them know the results of the assembly elections.
(a) The results of the assembly elections are being known to all of them. (Tense has changed)
(b) The results of the assembly elections have been known to all of them. (Tense has changed)
(c) The results of the assembly elections were known to all of them. (Tense has changed)
(d) The results of the assembly elections are known to all of them. (Correct)
Ans50. (b) The packet will be delivered to your house.
(a) Your packet is delivered to your house. (Tense has changed)
(b) Someone will deliver the packet to your house. (Correct)
(c) He delivers the packet to your house. (Tense has changed)
(d) The packet would be delivered to your house. (Tense has changed)

Solutions and Explanations:
51 c 61 d 71 d 81 a 91 c
52 a 62 a 72 a 82 c 92 c
53 a 63 b 73 a 83 c 93 a
54 c 64 b 74 c 84 c 94 c
55 d 65 b 75 a 85 a 95 a
56 b 66 c 76 a 86 a 96 b
57 a 67 c 77 d 87 b 97 b
58 b 68 c 78 a 88 b 98 c
59 a 69 d 79 b 89 a 99 c
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60 d 70 a 80 c 90 a 100 a
Ans51.(c) I saved him from the clutches of pickpockets.
(a) He may have been saved by me from the clutches of pickpockets. (Incorrect word/s)
(b) He could be saved by me from the clutches of pickpockets. (Incorrect word/s)
(c) He was saved by me from the clutches of pickpockets. (Correct)
(d) He has been saved by me from the clutches of pickpockets. (Incorrect word/s/incorrect tense)
Ans52.(a) The man cut the tree into thin strips.
(a) The tree was cut into thin strips by the man. (Correct)
(b) The tree cut itself into thin strips by the man.(meaning has changed)
(c) The tree has cut into thin strips by the man. (Been is missing)
(d) The tree can be cut into thin strips by the man.(Meaning has changed)
Ans53.(a) The students have been punished by the teacher for negligence of duty.
(a) The teacher has punished the students for negligence of duty. (Correct)
(b) The teacher had punished the students for negligence of duty. (Tense has changed)
(c) The teacher punished the students for negligence of duty. (Tense has changed)
(d) The teacher have punished the students for negligence of duty. (Incorrect verb)
Ans54.(c) Open the window.
(a) Someone opens the window. (Meaning has changed)
(b) Window is opened (Meaning has changed)
(c) Let the window be opened (Correct)
(d) Open window. (Meaning has changed
Ans55.(d) Can we rely on him?
(a) Can we be relied by him? (on is missing)
(b) Can we be relied on by him? (meaning has changed)
(c) Can he be relied by us? (on is missing)
(d) Can he be relied on? (Correct)
Ans56. (b) Grandfather was digging the flowerbeds.
(a) The flowerbeds were digging grandfather. (Meaning has changed)
(b) The flowerbeds were being dug by grandfather. (Correct)
(c) Grandfather’s flowerbeds were being dug. (Incorrect subject)
(d) The grandfather was digging flowerbeds. (Not changed to passive)
Ans57. (a) Why was he refused admittance?
(a) Why did they refuse him admittance? (Correct)
(b) Why do they refuse him admittance? (Tense has changed)
(c) Why are they refusing him admittance? (Tense has changed)
(d) Why were they refusing him admittance? (Tense has changed)
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Ans58. (b) He was caught by the police for littering up the streets.
(a) The police was catching him littering up the street. (Tense has changed)
(b) The police caught him for littering up the street. (Correct)
(c) The police catches him littering up the street. (Tense has changed)
(d) The police has caught him littering up the street. (Tense has changed)
Ans59.(a) Please see that the room is swept and mopped before I return.
(a) Please see that somebody sweeps and mops the room before I return. (Correct)
(b) Please see that somebody is sweeping and mops the room before I return. (Tense has changed)
(c) Please see that somebody has swept and mopped the room before I return. (Tense has changed)
(d) Please see that somebody will sweeps and mop the room before I return. (Tense has changed)
Ans60. (d) Why did he deprive you of your membership?
(a) Why are you deprived of your membership? (Tense has changed)
(b) Why he deprived you of your membership? (No helping verb)
(c) Why was your membership deprived of you by him? (Incorrect structure)
(d) Why were you deprived of your membership by him?(Correct)
Ans61. (d) He made the children work hard
(a) The children made him work hard(meaning has changed
(b) He was made to work hard by the children. (Meaning has changed)
(c) The children were made work hard (to is missing)
(d) The children were made to work hard(Correct)
Ans62. (a) He was only ten years old when he composed this poem.
(a) He was only ten years old when this poem was composed by him. (Correct)
(b) He was only ten years old when this poem has been composed by him. (Tense has changed)
(c) He was only ten years old when he could compose this poem. (Tense has changed)
(d) He was only ten years old when this poem had been composed by him. (Tense has changed)
Ans63. (b) The pilot landed the plane safely.
(a) The plane had been landed safely by the pilot. (Tense has changed)
(b) The plane was landed safely by the pilot. (Correct)
(c) The plane has been landed safely by the pilot. (Tense has changed)
(d) The plane was to be landed safely by the pilot. (Meaning has changed)
Ans64. (b) I was sanctioned the loan by the office.
(a) The office sanctioned loan to me. (Incorrect structure)
(b) The office sanctioned me the loan. (Correct)
(c) The office was sanctioned me the loan. (Incorrect structure)
(d) The office had sanctioned the loan to me. (Tense has changed)
Ans65. (b) Who teaches you English?
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(a) By whom English is taught to you? (Incorrect structure)
(b) By whom are you taught English? (Correct)
(c) By whom was you taught English? (Tense has changed)
(d) By whom you are taught English? (Incorrect structure)
Ans66. (c) I will complete my project next week.
(a) Next week my project will be completed(Inappropriate beginning)
(b) My project I will complete next week. (Incorrect structure)
(c) My project will be completed by me next week. (Correct)
(d) Next week my project I will complete.(Incorrect structure)
Ans67. (c) I know that he did the work.
(a) That he did the work is known by me.(Incorrect preposition)
(b) That he did the work is known to me.(Incorrect subject)
(c) That the work was done by him is known to me. (Correct)
(d) That the work is done by him is known to me. (Tense has changed)
Ans68. (c) Many factors within our nation affect the economy.
(a) The economy has affected by many factors within our nation. (Tense has changed)
(b) The economy is being affected by many factors within our nation. (Tense has changed)
(c) The economy is affected by many factors within our nation. (correct)
(d) The economy was affected by many factors within our nation. (Tense has changed)
Ans69. (d) Music should be taught in every school.
(a) They should be teaching music in every school. (Tense has changed)
(b) They should teach every school music (Meaning has changed)
(c) They should he taught music in every school. (Incorrect structure)
(d) They should teach music in every school. (Correct)
Ans70.(a) I don’t know his whereabouts.
(a) His whereabouts are not known to me. (Correct)
(b) No one knows his whereabouts. (Meaning has changed)
(c) His whereabouts is not known to me. (Incorrect word/s)
(d) His whereabouts had not been known to me. (Tense has changed)
Ans71.(d) Why didn’t you invite him for the party?
(a) Why he not invited by you for the party? (Incorrect structure)
(b) Why couldn’t he be invited by you for the party?(Incorrect word/s)
(c) Why didn't he invited by you for the party? (Incorrect structure)
(d) Why was he not invited by you for the party? (Correct)
Ans72.(a) He will never forget it.
(a) It will never be forgotten by him. (Correct)
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(b) It can never be forgotten by him. (Incorrect word/s)
(c) It should never be forgotten by him. (Incorrect word/s)
(d) It may never be forgotten by him. (Incorrect word/s)
Ans73. (a) The ringing of the alarm clock startled me from the deep depths of slumber.
(a) I was startled from the deep depths of slumber by the ringing of the alarm clock. (Correct)
(b) The alarm clock rang and startled me from the depth of slumber. (Missing- ringing of the alarm
clock)
(c) The ringing of the alarm clock made me awake.(Missing – startled)
(d) The alarm clock rang, startled and awakened me from sleep. (Missing- ringing of the alarm clock)
Ans74.(c) Complete the details of the last meeting.
(a) The completed details of last meeting is to be tabled (Meaning has changed)
(b) The meeting's last details are completed (Meaning has changed)
(c) Details of the last meeting are to be completed (Correct)
(d) The last meeting's details are completed (Meaning /Tone has changed)
Ans75.(a) Your promises are to be kept by you.
(a) You are to keep your promises. (Correct)
(b) You may keep your promises. (Incorrect word/s)
(c) You should keep your promises. (Incorrect word/s)
(d) Promises must be kept by you. (Incorrect word/s)
Ans76.(a) Let the window be opened
(a) Open the window. (Correct)
(b) Leave the window open. (Meaning has changed)
(c) Don’t close the window. (Meaning has changed)
(d) Window be opened (Meaning has changed)
Ans77. (d) Though foreigners praised Rabindranath’s Gitanjali, Indian critics ignored it in the
beginning.
(a) Though Rabindranath’s Gitanjali is praised by foreigners, it was ignored by Indian critics in the
beginning. (Tense has changed)
(b) Though Rabindranath’s Gitanjali was praised by foreigners, it had been ignored by Indian
critics in the beginning. (Tense has changed)
(c) Though Rabindranath's Gitanjali was praised by foreigners, it has been ignored by Indian critics
in the beginning. (Tense has changed)
(d) Though Rabindranath’s Gitanjali was praised by foreigners, it was ignored by Indian critics
in the beginning. (Correct)
Ans78. (a) May God bless you.
(a) May you be blessed by God (Correct)
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(b) You will be blessed by God (Incorrect word/s)
(c) You can be blessed by God (Incorrect word/s)
(d) You are blessed by God (Incorrect word/s)
Ans79. (b) Let not his insulting words be minded
(a) Don't be insulted his words. (Incomplete )
(b) Don’t mind his insulting words. (Correct)
(c) Don’t insult him with his words. (Meaning has changed)
(d) Do mind his insulting words. (Meaning has changed)
Ans80. (c) By now the winners will have been felicitated
(a) They have felicitated the winners by now.
(b) They will have been felicitated the winners by now. (Tense has changed)
(c) They will have felicitated the winners by now. (Correct)
(d) They will felicitate the winners now. (Tense has changed)
Ans81.(a) God helps those who help themselves.
(a) Those who help themselves are helped by God (Correct)
(b) Those who are helped by themselves are helped by God(Incorrect word)
(c) Those who help God help themselves. (Meaning has changed)
(d) Those who help themselves help God (Meaning has changed)
Ans82. (c) The task would have been completed by that time tomorrow.
Someone/Some people
(a) will complete the task by that time tomorrow. (Tense has changed)
(b) will be completing the task by that time tomorrow. (Tense has changed)
(c) would have completed the task by that time tomorrow.(Correct)
(d) will have completed the task by that time tomorrow. (Tense has changed)
Ans83. (c) I am going to bring him here.
(a) He is going to bring here by me. (Meaning has changed)
(b) He is being brought here by me. (Meaning has changed)
(c) He is going to be brought here by me. (Correct)
(d) He is being gone to be brought here by me. (Meaning has changed)
Ans84. (c) I shall never forget your kindness.
(a) Your kindness shall not be forgotten.(Incorrect structure)
(b) Your kindness is never forgotten. (Tense has changed)
(c) Your kindness will never be forgotten. (Correct)
(d) Your kindness should never be forgotten.(Incorrect word)
Ans85. (a) My father gave me a hundred rupee note yesterday.
(a) A hundred rupee note was given to me by my father yesterday. (Correct)
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(b) A hundred rupee note was being given to me by my father. (Tense has changed)
(c) A hundred rupee note had been given to me by my father. (Tense has changed)
(d) Yesterday, my father was given a hundred rupee note by me.(Meaning has changed)
Ans86.(a) Do not insult the poor.
(a) Let not the poor be insulted (Correct)
(b) Let us not insulted the poor. (Incorrect word/s)
(c) Let the poor to be not insulted (Incorrect structure)
(d) Let the poor not to insult. (Incorrect structure)
Ans87.(b) The storm has destroyed twelve houses.
(a) Twelve houses had been destroyed by the storm. (Tense has changed)
(b) Twelve houses have been destroyed by the storm. (Correct)
(c) Twelve houses were destroyed by the storm. (Tense has changed)
(d) Twelve houses have been stormed (Meaning has changed)
Ans88.(b) Did he accept your proposal?
(a) Had your proposal been accepted by him? (Incorrect tense)
(b) Was your proposal accepted by him? (Correct)
(c) Could your proposal be accepted by him? (Incorrect word/s)
(d) Was your proposal not accepted by him? (Incorrect word/s)
Ans89(a) He gently tapped on my shoulder.
(a) I was gently tapped on my shoulder by him.(Correct)
(b) It was my shoulder that was gently tapped by him. (Incorrect subject)
(c) My shoulder had been gently tapped by him. (Tense has changed)
(d) Gently was my shoulder being tapped by him. (Incorrect subject)
Ans90.(a) The historical society built the museum.
(a) The museum was built by the historical society. (Correct)
(b) The museum was being built by the historical society. (Tense has changed)
(c) The museum has been built by the historical society. (Tense has changed)
(d) The museum is built by the historical society. (Tense has changed)
Ans91.(c) They say Ravi Verma has painted this picture.
(a) It will be said that the picture has been painted by Ravi Verma (Tense has changed)
(b) It is said that the picture had been painted by Ravi Verma (Tense has changed)
(c) It is said that this picture has been painted by Ravi Verma (correct)
(d) It is being said that the picture has been painted by Ravi Verma (Tense has changed)
Ans92.(c) The people regarded him as an impostor and called him a villain.
(a) He was regarded as an impostor and had been called a villain. (Tense has changed)
(b) He is regarded as an impostor and had been called a villain. (Tense has changed)
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(c) He was regarded as an impostor and was called a villain. (Correct)
(d) He was regarded as an impostor and is called a villain. (Tense has changed)
Ans93.(a) Who can count the stars in the sky?
(a) By whom can the stars in the sky be counted? (Correct)
(b) By whom can be stars in the sky counted? (be is missing)
(c) By whom could the stars be counted in the sky? (Tense has changed)
(d) By whom could the stars in the sky be counted? (Tense has changed)
Ans94.(c) An American scientist has won the Nobel Prize for Physics.
(a) The Nobel Prize has been won by an American scientist. (For physics is missing)
(b) The Nobel Prize for Physics is won by an American scientist. (Tense has changed)
(c) The Nobel Prize for Physics has been won by an American scientist. (Correct)
(d) The Nobel Physics Prize has been won by an American scientist. (Tense has changed)
Ans95.(a) It interests me.
(a) I am interested in it. (Correct)
(b) I was interested in it. (Tense has changed)
(c) I will be interested in it. (Tense has changed)
(d) I have been interested in it. (Tense has changed)
Ans96.(b) The telegraph wires have been cut.
(a) The telegraph wires have cut by someone. (Meaning has changed)
(b) Someone has cut the telegraph wires. (Correct)
(c) Someone has been cut the telegraph wires. (Incorrect structure)
(d) Someone have cut the telegraph wires. (Incorrect verb)
Ans97.(b) Where can you find your luggage?
(a) Where could your luggage be found? (Incorrect word/s)
(b) Where can your luggage be found? (Correct)
(c) Where will your luggage he found? (Incorrect word/s)
(d) Can you find your luggage somewhere? (Incorrect word/s)
Ans98.(c) What do you want to pay for this used and old car?
(a) What is to be paid by you for this used and old car? (Incorrect sentence structure)
(b) What is wanted to be paid by you for this used car? (Incorrect sentence structure)
(c) What is wanted to be paid by you for this used and old car? (Correct)
(d) What is want to pay for this old and used car by you? (Third form of the verb not used)
Ans99. (c) The strict judge punished his corrupt clerk.
(a) His corrupt clerk is punished by the strict judge. (Tense has changed)
(b) His corrupt clerk is being punished by the strict judge. (Tense has changed)
(c) His corrupt clerk was punished by the strict judge. (Correct)
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(d) His corrupt clerk was being punished by the strict judge. (Tense has changed)
Ans100.(a) You can all buy your tickets at this counter.
(a) All your tickets can be bought at this counter by you. (Correct)
(b) Your ticket can be bought at this Counter by you. (Incorrect subject)
(c) All tickets are bought by you at this counter. (Incorrect word)
(d) Your tickets can be bought by all of you at this counter. (Meaning of sentence changed)

Solutions and Explanations:
101 a 111 a 121 a 131 b 141 a
102 b 112 b 122 d 132 b 142 b
103 c 113 c 123 a 133 c 143 a
104 b 114 a 124 d 134 a 144 a
105 d 115 a 125 a 135 a 145 c
106 c 116 d 126 c 136 d 146 c
107 a 117 a 127 a 137 a 147 c
108 b 118 d 128 c 138 c 148 b
109 b 119 a 129 d 139 a 149 d
110 c 120 a 130 d 140 d 150 c
Ans101.(a) Did ten students from Jammu join the online batch today?
(a) Was the online batch joined by ten students from Jammu today? (Correct)
(b) Was the online batch join by ten students from Jammu today? (Incorrect verb)
(c) Was the online batch joined by ten students in Jammu today? (Incorrect Preposition)
(d) Has the online batch joined by ten students from Jammu today? (Incorrect tense)
Ans102.(b) The Management has given a detailed report about the expenses incurred
(a) A detailed report has been given by the management. (Incomplete information)
(b) A detailed report about the expenses incurred has been given by the management. (Correct)
(c) A detail report about the expenses incurred has been given by the management. (Incorrect
word)
(d) A detailed report on the expenses incurred has been given by the management. (Incorrect
preposition)
Ans103.(c) We serve hot meals till 10.30 guests can order, coffee and sandwiches upto 11.30.
(a) Hot meals are serving till 10.30; coffee and sandwiches are ordering by guests till 11.30.
(Incorrect change of tense)
(b) Hot meals are being served till 10.30; coffee and sandwiches are being ordered till 11-30.
(Incorrect change of tense)
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(c) Hot meals are served till10.30; coffee and sandwiches may be ordered till 11.30. (Correct)
(d) Hot meals will be served til10.30; coffee and sandwiches will be ordered upto 11.30. (Incorrect
change of tense)
Ans104.(b) He has been arrested and sent to jail.
(a) The police arrested him and sent to jail. (Incorrect change of tense)
(b) The police have arrested him and the court has sent him to jail. (Correct)
(c) The police has arrested him and the court has sent him to jail. (Incorrect word used)
(d) None of these
Ans105.(d) The class at Pinnacle will have been begun by the time we get there.
(a) The class at Pinnacle will be begun by the time we get there. (Incorrect words)
(b) The class at Pinnacle will have began by the time we get there. (Incorrect words)
(c) By the time we get there the class at Pinnacle will have begun. (Incorrect subject)
(d) They will have begun the class at Pinnacle by the time we get there. (Correct)
Ans106.(c) The modern means of communication have made life so much easier,
(a) Life had been made so much easier by the modem means of communication. (Tense has
changed)
(b) Life is being so much easier by the modern means of communication. (Tense has changed)
(c) Life has been made so much easier by the modem means of communication. (Correct)
(d) Life was made so much easier by the modem means of communication. (Tense has changed)
Ans107.(a) Did he plan an excursion to mountains?
(a) Was an excursion to mountains planned by him? (Correct)
(b) Had an excursion to mountains planned by him? (Tense has changed)
(c) Is an excursion to mountains planned by him? (Tense has changed)
(d) Has an excursion to mountains planned by him? (Tense has changed)
Ans108.(b) Are you not revising your lessons?
(a) Are your lessons not be revised by you ? (incorrect structure)
(b) Are your lessons not being revised by you? (Correct)
(c) Are not your lessons revised by you ? (incorrect change of tense)
(d) Are you not being revising your lessons ? (incorrect structure)
Ans109. (b)Rita rescued three puppies.
(a) Three puppies are rescued by Rita (tense has changed)
(b) Three puppies were rescued by Rita(Correct)
(c) Three puppies will be rescued by Rita (tense has changed)
(d) Three puppies are being rescued by Rita (tense has changed)
Ans110.(c) You will be trained and taught by me.
(a) I will be training you. (Incorrect – teach is missing)
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(b) I would train and teach you.(Incorrect verb)
(c) I will train and teach you. (Correct)
(d) I will be training and teaching you. (Incorrect verb)
Ans111.(a) Fifteen robbers was being presented before the judge by the police
(a) The police were presenting fifteen robbers before the judge.(Correct)
(b) The police was presenting robbers before the judge. (Incorrect helping verb)
(c) The police was presenting fifteen robbers in front of the judge. (Preposition is incorrect)
(d) The police was presenting fifteen robbers before the judge. (Incorrect helping verb)
Ans112.(b) Your internet banking password is known by him
(a) Known to me is your internet banking password (subject is incorrect)
(b) He knows your internet banking password(Correct)
(c) Does your internet banking password known to him. (Meaning of sentence changed)
(d) Knows to me is your internet banking password(Incorrect structure)
Ans113.(c) Gagan Narang and Vijay won bronze medals in the London Olympics.
(a) Bronze medals won by Gagan Narang and Vijay in the London Olympics.(helping verb is missing)
(b) Bronze medals had been won by Gagan Narang and Vijay in the London Olympics(Tense has
changed)
(c) Bronze medals were won by Gagan Narang and Vijay in the London Olympics. (correct)
(d) Bronze medals have been won by Gagan Narang and Vijay in the London Olympics. (Tense has
changed)
Ans114.(a) I didn’t speak even a single word in the meeting.
(a) Even a single word was not spoken by me in the meeting. (Correct)
(b) Even a single word has not been spoken by me in the meeting. (Tense has changed)
(c) Even a single word had not been spoken by me in the meeting. (Tense has changed)
(d) Even a single word have not spoken by me in the meeting. (Tense has changed)
Ans115.(a) We have approached the police
(a) The police have been approached by us.(Correct)
(b) The police had been approached by us. (Tense has changed)
(c) The police has been approaching by us. (Incorrect sentence structure)
(d) The police is been approached by us. (Tense has changed)
Ans116.(d) Robin would draw a picture in the competition.
(a) In the competition Robin would have to draw a picture.(meaning of sentence changed)
(b) A picture in the competition would have been drawn by Robin.(Tense has changed)
(c) In the competition Robin would be drawn a picture.(Tense has changed)
(d) A picture would be drawn by Robin in the competition.(Correct)
Ans117.(a) Our Almighty will bless wise men.
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(a) Wise men will be blessed by our Almighty.(correct)
(b) Wise men should be blessed by our Almighty.(incorrect word)
(c) Wise men have been blessed by our Almighty. (incorrect word)
(d) Wise men would be blessed by our Almighty. (incorrect word)
Ans118.(d) Will he have written a letter?
(a) Will a letter have written by him? (been is missing)
(b) Will a letter be written by him?(tense is changed)
(c) Will a letter to be written by him? (incorrect structure)
(d) Will a letter have been written by him?(Correct)
Ans119.(a) How did you manage to scale the high wall?
(a)How was the high wall managed to be scaled by you? (Correct)
(b)How was the high wall managed by you? (Scaled is missing)
(c)How was the the high wall scaled?(Incomplete)
(d)How was scaling the high wall managed? (incorrect structure)
Ans120.(a) Wearing the seat belt has been mandatory in all metros by the police.
(a) The Police have made wearing the seat belt mandatory in all metros.(Correct)
(b) The Police have been made wearing the seat belt mandatory in all metros . (Incorrect helping
verb)
(c) The Police has make wearing the seat belt mandatory in all metros. (Third form of the verb not
used)
(d) The Police has made worn the seat belt mandatory in all metros.(Incorrect structure)
Ans121.(a) She made the students laugh.
(a) The students were made to laugh. (Correct)
(b) The students were made laughing. (Tense has changed)
(c) She was making students laugh.(Tense has changed)
(d) She was made to laugh by students. (Incorrect subject)
Ans122.(d) A helpful and friendly person is welcomed
(a) All welcome a helpful and friendly person. (Tense has changed)
(b) Everyone welcome a helpful and friendly person. ( welcomes should replace welcome)
(c) Everyone welcomed a helpful and friendly person. (Tense has changed)
(d) Everyone welcomes a helpful and friendly person. (Correct)
Ans123.(a) The Swiss regarded him as an imposter and called him a Villain.
(a) He was regarded as an imposter and was called a Villain by the Swiss. (Correct)
(b) He is regarded as an imposter and was called a Villain by the Swiss. (Incorrect tense)
(c) He was regarded as an imposter and is called a Villain by the Swiss. (Incorrect tense)
(d) He has been regarded as an imposter and called a Villain by the Swiss. (Incorrect tense)
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Ans124.(d) She pulled the door and bolted it behind her.
(a) The door was pulled and bolted (The doer is missing)
(b) The door was pull and bolted by her. (Third form of the verb not used)
(c) The door was pulled and bolted by her from behind (Incorrect sentence structure)
(d) The door was pulled and bolted by her. (Correct)
Ans125.(a) Rosemary was moved to tears at the sight of the miserable beggar.
(a) The sight of the miserable beggar moved Rosemary to tears. (Correct)
(b) The sight of the miserable beggar has moved Rosemary to tears. (Tense has changed)
(c) The sight of the miserable beggar moves Rosemary to tears. (Tense has changed)
(d) The sight of the miserable beggar had moved Rosemary to tears. (Tense has changed)
Ans126.(c) I was made to laugh by them.
(a) They made laugh me. (Incorrect sentence structure)
(b) They make me laugh. (Tense has changed)
(c) They made me laugh. (Correct)
(d) They had made me laugh. (Tense has changed)
Ans127.(a) You are to write it in ink.
(a) It is to be written in ink. (Correct)
(b) It is written in ink by you. (Meaning of sentence changed)
(c) It has to be written in ink. (Incorrect change of tense)
(d) It should be written in ink. (Incorrect change of tense)
Ans128.(c) The irregular government employees should be asked to quit.
(a) They should have quitted out the irregular government employees. (Incorrect change of tense)
(b) They shall ask to quit the irregular government employees from jobs. (Meaning of sentence
changed)
(c) They should ask the irregular government employees to quit from jobs. (correct)
(d) They asked to quit the irregular government employees. (Meaning of sentence changed)
Ans129.(d) Most people bore the shock bravely.
(a) The shock was bore bravely by most people. (Third form of the verb not used)
(b) The shock was born bravely by most people. (Incorrect word)
(c) The shock was to be borne bravely by most people. (Incorrect)
(d) The shock was borne bravely by most people. (Correct)
Ans130.(d) Fifteen labourers are building a new wall around the school.
(a) A new wall is being built at the school by fifteen labourers(Preposition is incorrect)
(b) A new wall is being build around the school by fifteen labourers (Third form of the verb not used)
(c) Around the school a new wall is being built by fifteen labourers (incorrect beginning)
(d) A new wall is being built around the school by fifteen labourers (Correct)
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Ans131.(b) People call him a fool.
(a) He has been called a fool.(Tense has changed)
(b) He is called a fool. (Correct)
(c) He was called a fool. (Tense has changed)
(d) All people have called him a fool. (Tense has changed)
Ans132.(b) The news has surprised us.
(a) We have surprised the news. (Meaning of sentence changed)
(b) We have been surprised at the news. (Correct)
(c) We had been surprised at the news. (Tense has changed)
(d) We have been surprised with the news.(Incorrect preposition)
Ans133.(c) Let’s play football in the ground
(a) They suggest to play football in the ground (It should be in the past tense)
(b) It is suggested to playing football.(after the preposition to first form of the verb is used)
(c) It is suggested that we should play football in the ground (Correct)
(d) We should play football in the ground (Meaning of sentence changed)
Ans134.(a) Everyone thinks that the new educational system is very good
(a) It is thought that the new educational system is very good(Correct)
(b) It was thought that the new educational system was very good .(Tense has changed)
(c) They thought the new educational system very good(Incorrect subject)
(d) The new educational system was thought to be very good .(Tense has changed)
Ans135.(a) Will I have to wait for them?
(a) Will they have to be waited for by me ? (correct)
(b) Will they have to waited for by me ? (Be is missing)
(c) Would they have to be waited for by me ? Tense has changed)
(d) Will they had to be waited for by me ? (Tense has changed)
Ans136.(d) Lie face-down; stretch your arms in front.
(a) You are face down, arms are to be outstretched (Incorrect change of tense)
(b) You should be lying face down, with arms outstretched (Change of tense)
(c) You should be lying face down; let arms stretch out. (Incorrect change of tense)
(d) Let face be down; let arms be stretched out. (Correct)
Ans137.(a) Must we clear the whole garbage?
(a) Must the whole garbage be cleared? (Correct)
(b) Must the whole garbage be clear? (Third form of the verb not used)
(c) Must the whole garbage be clear by us? (Third form of the verb not used)
(d) Must the whole garbage is clear? (Third form of the verb not used)
Ans138.(c) My parents have done this to help you in your financial crisis.
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(a) This have been done by my parents to help you in your financial crisis. (Incorrect helping verb)
(b) This is been done by my parents to help you in your financial crisis. (Tense has changed)
(c) This has been done by my parents to help you in your financial crisis.(Correct)
(d) This is to be done by my parents to help you in your financial crisis. (Meaning of sentence
changed)
Ans139.(a) She asked me if I could answer all the questions in the paper.
(a) I was asked if I could answer all the questions in the paper. (Correct)
(b) I was questioned if I could answer all the questions in the paper. (Incorrect word)
(c) I was told if I could answer all the questions in the paper. (Incorrect word)
(d) I was asked if I could all answer the questions in the paper. (Incorrect sentence structure)
Ans140.(d) We saw him steal
(a) He was seen to steal by me. (The doer is incorrect)
(b) He was seen to steal. (The doer is missing)
(c) He were seen to steal by us. (Incorrect helping verb)
(d) He was seen to steal by us. (Correct)
Ans141.(a) Passengers were told to be ready to quit the ship.
(a) They told the passengers to be ready to quit the ship. (Correct)
(b) To be ready to quit the ship the passengers were told (Incorrect sentence structure)
(c) Be ready to quit the ship the passengers were told (Incorrect sentence structure)
(d) To quit the ship the passengers were to be ready. (Incorrect sentence structure)
Ans142.(b) Surely the lost child must have been found by now.
(a) Surely must have found the lost child by now. (Incorrect sentence structure)
(b) Surely someone must have found the lost child by now. (Correct)
(c) Surely now must have found the lost child (Incorrect sentence structure)
(d) Now must have found the lost child surely. (Incorrect sentence structure)
Ans143.(a) Whom did the people choose as the leader?
(a) Who was chosen as the leader? (Correct)
(b) By whom was the leader chosen? (Meaning of sentence changed)
(c) Who was chosen as the leader by them?(Them is incorrect)
(d) Who was being chosen as the leader by them? (Tense has changed)
Ans144.(a) Were the clothes dried in the lawn by mother?
(a) Did the mother dry the clothes in the lawn?(Correct)
(b) Did the mother dried the clothes in the lawn? (Third form of the verb used with did)
(c) Did his mother dry the clothes in the lawn? (Incorrect word)
(d) Had the mother dried the clothes in the lawn? (Tense has changed)
Ans145.(c) We had to stop all other work to complete our assignment.
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(a) All other work has to be stopped by us to complete our assignment. (Tense has changed)
(b) All other work had stopped by us to complete our assignment. (be is missing)
(c) All other work had to be stopped by us to complete our assignment. (Correct)
(d) All other work was stopped by us to complete our assignment. (Tense has changed)
Ans146.(c) One should avoid honking the horn unnecessarily.
(a) Unnecessary honking of horn ought to be avoided(incorrect word)
(b) Unnecessary honking of horn can be avoided(Incorrect word)
(c) Unnecessary honking of horn should be avoided (Correct)
(d) Unnecessary honking of horn must be avoided(incorrect word)
Ans147.(c) How many questions were attempted?
(a) How many questions did you attempted? (With did third form of the verb is not used)
(b) How many questions did he attempt? (Incorrect word)
(c) How many questions did you attempt? (Correct)
(d) How many questions have you attempt? (Tense has changed)
Ans148.(b) Sita learns her lessons daily.
(a) Her lessons is learnt daily by Sita (Incorrect helping verb)
(b) Her lessons are learnt daily by Sita (Correct)
(c) Her lessons was learnt daily by Sita (Incorrect helping verb)
(d) Her lessons were learnt daily by Sita (Tense has changed)
Ans149.(d) I shall be obliged to go.
(a) Circumstance could oblige me to go. (Incorrect word)
(b) Circumstance may oblige me to go. (Incorrect word)
(c) Circumstance would oblige me to go. (Incorrect word)
(d) Circumstance will oblige me to go. (Correct)
Ans150.(c) The Army chief punished his subordinate.
(a) His subordinate is punished by the Army chief. (Tense has changed)
(b) His subordinate is being punished by the Army chief. (Tense has changed)
(c) His subordinate was punished by the Army chief.(correct)
(d) His subordinate was being punished by the Army chief. (Tense has changed)

Solutions and Explanations:
151 b 161 d 171 c 181 a 191 a
152 c 162 c 172 a 182 d 192 a
153 a 163 d 173 c 183 b 193 c
154 b 164 b 174 d 184 c 194 b
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155 c 165 b 175 a 185 d 195 a
156 d 166 d 176 a 186 a 196 d
157 d 167 a 177 b 187 a 197 b
158 a 168 b 178 c 188 d 198 b
159 c 169 b 179 d 189 d 199 b
160 d 170 b 180 b 190 d 200 b
Ans151.(b) They created such a fuss over a trivial matter.
(a) Such a fuss is being created over a trivial matter. (Tense has changed)
(b) Such a fuss was created over a trivial matter.(Correct)
(c) Such a fuss has been created over a trivial matter. (Tense has changed)
(d) By them such a fuss has been created over a trivial matter. (Tense has changed)
Ans152.(c) Children should be taken care of by parents.
(a) Parents will take care of children. (Meaning and tense of sentence has changed)
(b) Parents will be taking care of children.(Meaning and tense of sentence has changed)
(c) Parents should take care of children(Correct)
(d) Parents should have taken care of children. (Meaning and tense of sentence has changed)
Ans153.(a) Who is looking after your garden?
(a) By whom is your garden being looked after? (correct)
(b) By whom is your garden looked after? (Tense has changed)
(c) Who is your garden being looked after by? (incorrect word
(d) Whom is your garden being looked after? (Preposition is missing-by)
Ans154.(b) We shall write a novel.
(a) A novel will have been written by us. (Tense has changed)
(b) A novel will be written by us. (Correct)
(c) A novel would be written by us. (Tense has changed)
(d) A novel is written by us. (Tense has changed)
Ans155. (c) These days most of the students do their assignments with the help of the internet.
(a) These days the assignments are being done with the help of the internet by most of the
students. (Tense has changed)
(b) These days the assignments were being done with the help of the internet. (by the students has
missing)
(c) These days most of the assignments are done with the help of the internet by the
students. (Correct)
(d) These days most of the students are doing their assignments with the help of the internet.
(Tense has changed)
Ans156.(d) Why does she teach the slum children free?
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(a) Why are slum children taught by her? (Incomplete information)
(b) Why are slum children taught free? (Doer is missing)
(c) Why are slum children taught freely by her?(Incorrect word)
(d) Why are slum children taught free by her? (Correct)
Ans157.(d) A letter has been written by me.
(a) I have been writing a letter. (Tense has changed)
(b) I has written a letter.(incorrect helping verb)
(c) I had written a letter.(incorrect tense)
(d) I have written a letter.(correct)
Ans158.(a) He made us work.
(a) We were made to work by him.(correct)
(b) We would work by him.(incorrect word)
(c) We might work by him.(incorrect word)
(d) We have to work by him.(incorrect word)
Ans159.(c) They ought to have loved their neighbours.
(a) Their neighbours ought to have loved (Meaning of sentence changed)
(b) Their neighbours ought to be loved, (Meaning of sentence changed)
(c) Their neighbours ought to have been loved (Correct)
(d) The neighbours ought to be loved (Meaning of sentence changed)
Ans160.(d) Whom did you laugh at?
(a) Who was being laughed at with you ? (Tense has changed)
(b) Whom was laughed at by you? (Meaning of sentence changed)
(c) By whom was laughed by you?(Preposition at is missing)
(d)Who was laughed at by you? (Correct)
Ans161.(d) Was the latest technology mobile displayed by the show room.
(a) Is the latest technology mobile displayed by the show room? (Tense has changed)
(b) Does the showroom display the latest technology mobile? (Tense has changed)
(c) Did the showroom displayed the latest technology mobile? (Display will be used)
(d) Did the showroom display the latest technology mobile? (Correct)
Ans162.(c) Had mother treated the guests well at home?
(a) Had the guests been treated well at home? (Doer is missing)
(b) Have the guests been treated well at home by mother? (Tense has changed)
(c) Had the guests been treated well at home by mother? (correct)
(d) Had the guests treated well at home by mother? (Been is missing)
Ans163.(d) Why did he deprive you of the membership?
(a) Why you were deprived of the membership? (The doer is missing. /interrogative pattern not
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followed)
(b) Why were you deprived of his membership by him? (Incorrect word)
(c) Why was he deprived of his membership? (Meaning has changed)
(d) Why were you deprived of your membership by him? (Correct)
Ans164.(b) Were the children making lot of noise in the class?
(a) Were a lot of noise being made in the class by the children? (Incorrect word)
(b) Was a lot of noise being made in the class by the children? (Correct)
(c) Was a lot of noise made in the class by the children? (Tense has changed)
(d) Was a lot of noise being make in the class by the children? (Third form of the verb not used)
Ans165.(b) Politicians do not add any value to their constituencies after they win the elections.
(a) No values to their constituencies is added by politicians after they win the elections. (Incorrect
subject)
(b) No value is added to their constituencies by politicians after they win the elections.
(Correct)
(c) No values are added to their constituencies by politicians after they win the elections.
(Incorrect subject)
(d) No value is added to their constituencies after they win the elections. (by politicians is missing)
Ans166.(d) Don't subject the animals to cruelty.
(a) The animals are not to be subjected to cruelly. (Incorrect word)
(b) The animals shall not be subjected to cruelty. (Incorrect word)
(c) The animals will not be subjected to cruelty. Incorrect word)
(d) The animals should not be subjected to cruelty. (Correct)
Ans167.(a) The schools take care of the overall needs of the students.
(a) The overall needs of the students are taken care of by the schools. (Correct)
(b) The overall need of the students will be taken care of by the schools. (Tense has
changed)
(c) The overall needs of the students are taken care by the schools. (Preposition of is
missing)
(d) The overall needs of the students are to be taken care of by the schools. (Incorrect
structure)
Ans168.(b) We prohibit smoking.
(a) Smoking will be prohibited (Tense has changed)
(b) Smoking is prohibited (Correct)
(c) Smoking has been prohibited (Tense has changed)
(d) Smoking is being prohibited (Tense has changed)
Ans169.(b) We should not encourage indiscipline.
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(a) Indiscipline should have not encouraged by us.(be is missing)
(b) Indiscipline should not be encouraged by us.(correct)
(c) Indiscipline should not being encouraged (incorrect word)
(d) Indiscipline should not been encouraged (incorrect word)
Ans170.(b) I donated all my old clothes and some cash to charity.
(a) All my old clothes and some cash was donated to charity by me. (Incorrect verb)
(b) All my old clothes and some cash were donated to charity by me. (Correct)
(c) All my old clothes and some cash is donated to charity by me. (Incorrect verb)
(d) All my old clothes and some cash has been donated to charity by me. (Incorrect verb)
Ans171.(c) The court quashed the judgment.
(a) The judgment will be quashed by the court. (incorrect tense)
(b) The judgment would be quashed by the court. (incorrect word)
(c) The judgment was quashed by the court. (Correct)
(d) The judgment quashed the court. (Incorrect meaning)
Ans172.(a) The train kept the people waiting.
(a) The people were kept waiting by the train. (Correct)
(b) The people kept waiting by the train.(No helping verb)
(c) The people were waiting for the train. (Meaning changed)
(d) The people were being kept waiting by the train. (Incorrect tense)
Ans173. (c)The doctor advised me to give up sweets.
(a) To me give up sweets was advised by doctor.(incorrect structure)
(b) The doctor advised to give up sweets me. (incorrect structure)
(c) I was advised by the doctor to give up sweets.(Correct)
(d) I was advised to give up eat sweets by the doctor.(incorrect word)
Ans174.(d) They have spotted me in the crowd
(a) I am spotted by them in the crowd (tense has changed)
(b) I will have been spotted by them in the crowd (tense has changed)
(c) I would have been spotted by them in the crowd (tense has changed)
(d) I have been spotted by them in the crowd(correct)
Ans175.(a) A passerby took the injured to the hospital.
(a) The injured was taken to the hospital by a passerby. (Correct)
(b) The injured were taken to the hospital by a passerby. (Incorrect tense)
(c) The injured took to the hospital by a passerby. (Incorrect)
(d) The injured was taken to the hospital. (Doer is missing)
Ans176.(a) We will know the results of this interview after six months.
(a) The results of this interview will be known after six months. (Correct)
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(b) The results will be known of this interview after six months. (Incorrect structure)
(c) After six months, we will know the outcome of this interview. (Incorrect word )
(d) This interview will have a known outcome after six months. (Incorrect structure)
Ans177.(b) His Students call him a genius.
(a) He has been called a genius. (Incorrect Tense)
(b) He is called a genius. (Correct)
(c) He was called a genius. (Incorrect tense)
(d) His Students have called him a genius.(Incorrect Tense)
Ans178.(c) I was surprised to see by his make over.
(a) His make over surprises me. (Incorrect tense)
(b) His make over surprise me. (Incorrect verb)
(c) His make over surprised me. (Correct)
(d) His make over has surprised me.(Incorrect tense)
Ans179.(d) The men had constructed the bridge.
(a) The bridge has been constructed by the men. (tense has changed)
(b) The bridge was constructed by the men. (tense has changed)
(c) The bridge was being constructed by the men. (tense has changed)
(d) The bridge had been constructed by the men.(Correct)
Ans180.(b) Do not inform the police about the robbery.
(a) The police do not be informed about the robbery.(incorrect structure)
(b) Let not the police be informed about the robbery.(Correct)
(c) Let the police be informed about the robbery.(meaning has changed)
(d) The police need to be informed by the robbery.(incorrect words used)
Ans181.(a) The situation could hardly have been altered by the interference of the police force.
(a) The interference of the police force could hardly have altered the situation. (Correct)
(b) The interference of the police force can hardly alter the situation. (Incorrect word/s)
(c) The interference of the police force had altered the situation. (Incorrect word/s)
(d) The interference of the police force could alter the situation with hardness. (Incorrect word/s)
Ans182.(d) We expect all our students to do well
(a) All our students to do well is expect by us. (Third form of the verb not used)
(b) All are students is expecting by us to do well. (Third form of the verb not used)
(c) All our students to do well is to be expected by us. (Meaning of sentence changed)
(d) All our students to do well is expected by us.(Correct)
Ans183.(b) Who gave you ice-cream ?
(a) Who has given you ice-cream? (Tense has changed)
(b) By whom were you given ice-cream ? (correct)
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(c) By whom was you given ice-cream ? (incorrect helping verb)
(d) Who had given you ice-cream? (Tense has changed)
Ans184.(c) He committed a mistake by joining their secret group.
(a) A mistake was committed by joining their secret group by him. (Incorrect sentence structure)
(b) A mistake was committed by joining their secret group. (Doer missing)
(c) A mistake was committed by him by joining their secret group. (Correct)
(d) Joining their secret group was a mistake committed by him. (Incorrect sentence structure and
subject)
Ans185.(d) Why was the thief being chased by the boy?
(a) By the boy why was the thief being chased? (Incorrect sentence structure)
(b) Why did the boy chase the thief? (Tense has changed)
(c) Why the boy was chasing the thief? (not interrogative pattern)
(d) Why was the boy chasing the thief? (Correct)
Ans186.(a) Has your elder sister applied for the interview posts?
(a) Have the interview posts been applied for by your elder sister? (Correct)
(b) Have the interview posts applied for by your elder sister? (Incorrect helping verb)
(c) Has the interview posts been applied by your elder sister? (Preposition for is missing)
(d) Has the interview posts been applied? (Incomplete information)
Ans187.(a) The rising gale fanned the smouldering fire.
(a) The smouldering fire was fanned by the rising gale. (correct)
(b) The smouldering fire is fanned by the rising gale. (Incorrect change of tense)
(c) The fan was smouldered by the rising gale. (Incorrect sentence structure)
(d) The smouldered fire was fanned by the rising gale. (Incorrect word)
Ans188.(d) Did you understand the whole question?
(a) Were the whole question understood by you? (Incorrect helping verb)
(b) I wholly understood the question(Meaning of sentence changed)
(c) I understand the whole question (Third form of the verb not used)
(d) I understood the whole question.(Correct)
Ans189.(d) Why did you change the book?
(a) Why was the book changed? (doer is missing)
(b) Why did the book changed by you? (Incorrect helping verb)
(c) Why was the book change by you? (Third form of the verb not used)
(d) Why was the book changed by you? (correct)
Ans190.(d) The bank opens 1000 new accounts every month
(a) 1000 new accounts were opened every month by the bank (Tense has changed)
(b) 1000 new accounts are opened every month. (The doer is missing)
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(c) 1000 new accounts are to be opened every month by the bank (Meaning of sentence changed)
(d) 1000 new accounts are opened every month by the bank (Correct)
Ans191.(a) Who had delayed the project?
(a) By whom the project had been delayed? (Correct)
(b) Whom the project had been delayed? (preposition is missing)
(c) By whom the project has been delayed? (Tense has changed)
(d) By whom the project had been delay? (Third form of the verb not used)
Ans192.(a) I watch a movie every month
(a) A movie is watched every month by me. (Correct)
(b) Every movie is watched a month by me. (Meaning is different)
(c) A movie is watched every month by I.(incorrect word)
(d) A movie is being watched every month by me. (incorrect tense)
Ans193.(c) He could have done that work.
(a) That work could had been done by him. (Incorrect change of tense)
(b) That work could have been done. (Doer is missing)
(c) That work could have been done by him. (Correct)
(d) That work could be done by him. (Incorrect change of tense)
Ans194.(b) We will have selected a new team by Monday
(a) By Monday a new team will have been selected by us. (Incorrect beginning)
(b) A new team will have been selected by us by Monday. (Correct)
(c) A new team will have selected by us by Monday. (Been is missing)
(d) A new team will have been selected by us.(By Monday is missing)
Ans195.(a) Don't reply until someone asks you something
(a) Don’t reply until you are asked something.(Correct)
(b) Don't reply until someone is asked to you. (Incorrect sentence structure)
(c) Don’t reply until you have been asked (Tense has changed)
(d) Don’t reply until someone has been asked to .(Tense has changed)
Ans196.(d) Ratan is performing an experiment.
(a) Experiments were performed by Ratan.(Incorrect subject)
(b) An experiment was performed by Ratan. (Tense has changed)
(c) An experiment is performed by Ratan.(helping verb is missing)
(d) An experiment is being performed by Ratan.(Correct)
Ans197.(b) Who had laughed at you?
(a) By whom were you been laughed at? (Tense has changed)
(b) By whom had you been laughed at? (Correct)
(c) Who had you been laughed at? (Incorrect structure)
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(d) By whom you had been laughed at? (Incorrect structure)
Ans198.(b) Kindly offer your remarks.
(a) You are being requested to offer your remarks. (Tense has changed)
(b) You are requested to offer your remarks. (Correct)
(c) You were requested to offer your remarks. (Tense has changed)
(d) You have been requested to offer your remarks. (Tense has changed)
Ans199.(b) The news has been brought to us by him.
(a) He brought us the news. (Tense has changed)
(b) He has brought us the news. (Correct)
(c) He was brought the news to us. (Tense has changed)
(d) We brought the news to him. (Tense has changed)
Ans200.(b) One must keep one’s promises.
(a) One’s promises are kept. (incorrect word)
(b) One’s promises must be kept. (correct)
(c) One's promises were kept.(incorrect word)
(d) One’s promises must kept.(be is missing)

Solutions and Explanations:
201 c 211 a 221 a 231 b 241 c
202 a 212 b 222 b 232 c 242 a
203 b 213 b 223 d 233 c 243 a
204 a 214 a 224 c 234 b 244 c
205 c 215 a 225 b 235 d 245 b
206 d 216 d 226 d 236 d 246 a
207 a 217 c 227 d 237 a 247 a
208 b 218 c 228 d 238 a 248 b
209 a 219 a 229 b 239 b 249 c
210 a 220 d 230 a 240 a 250 b
Ans201.(c) They have cut all the telephone wires.
(a) All the telephone wires will be cut. (Tense has changed)
(b) All the telephone wires had been cut. (Tense has changed)
(c) All the telephone wires have been cut.(Correct)
(d) All the telephone wires shall be cut. (Tense has changed)
Ans202.(a) Let us organize a surprise party.
(a) Let a surprise party be organized by us.(Correct)
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(b) Let a surprise party be organized (The doer is missing)
(c) Let a surprise party organized by us.(Be is missing)
(d) A surprise party is to be organized (Meaning of sentence changed)
Ans203.(b) Who gave you the money?
(a) By whom was you given the money? (Incorrect word/s)
(b) By whom were you given the money? (Correct)
(c) Who gave the money to you?
(d) Who was given money by you? (Meaning has changed)
Ans204.(a) Who delayed the whole work?
(a)The whole work was delayed by whom?(Correct)
(b) The whole work is delayed by who? (incorrect tense)
(c) Whom was the whole work delayed?(Incorrect structure)
(d) By who was the whole work delayed? (Incorrect words)
Ans205.(c) The Police chief gave him a warning.
(a) He was given by the Police chief a warning. (Incorrect structure)
(b) He was given a warning by a Police chief. (Incorrect)
(c) He was given a warning by the Police chief. (Correct)
(d) A warning was given by him to the Police chief. (meaning has changed)
Ans206.(d) Does your watch show right time?
(a) Is the right time shown in your watch? (Preposition is incorrect)
(b) Is the right time shown your watch? (Preposition is missing)
(c) Is the right time show by your watch? (Third form of the verb not used)
(d) Is the right time shown by your watch? (Correct)
Ans207.(a) The goal keeper saved the goal in the last minute.
(a)The goal was saved in the last minute by the goal keeper. (Correct)
(b)The goal was saved by the goal keeper. (Incomplete)
(c)The goal is saved in the last minute by the goal keeper. (Incorrect tense)
(d)The goal was saved in the last minute. (Incomplete)
Ans208.(b) People call him a master of chess.
(a) He has been called a master of chess. (incorrect tense)
(b) He is called a master of chess by the people. (Correct)
(c) The people have been calling him a master of chess.(incorrect tense)
(d) All the people have called him a master of chess. (incorrect tense)
Ans209.(a) Leo Tolstoy wrote 'War and Peace'.
(a) ‘War and Peace’ was written by Leo Tolstoy.(Correct)
(b) ’War and Peace' is written by Leo Tolstoy.
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(c) ‘War and Peace’ will be written by Leo Tolstoy.
(d) ‘War and Peace' was being written by Leo Tolstoy.
Ans210.(a) I am trying to contact him.
(a) He is being tried to contact by me. (Correct)
(b) Contacting him is being tried by me. (Incorrect subject)
(c) He tried to contact me. (Incorrect tense)
(d) He is being contacting me. (Trying is missing)
Ans211.(a) Our vehicle had been stolen from our garage by the same burglary team.
(a) The same burglary team had stolen our vehicle from our garage. (Correct)
(b) The same burglary team has stolen our vehicle from our garage. (Tense has changed)
(c) The same burglary team is stealing our vehicle from our garage. (Tense has changed)
(d) The same burglary team will have stolen our vehicle from our garage. (Tense has changed)
Ans212.(b) I shall write a letter.
(a) A letter is written by me. (Tense has changed)
(b) A letter will be written by me.(Correct)
(c) A letter has written to me. (Tense has changed)
(d) A letter has been written by me. (Tense has changed)
Ans213.(b) Will Motin be helped by us ?
(a) Will Motin help us ? (meaning has changed)
(b) Shall we help Motin ?(correct)
(c) Shall Motin be helped? (doer is missing)
(d) We shall helped Motin ? (incorrect structure)
Ans214.(a) It is time to water the plants.
(a) It is time for the plants to be watered (Correct)
(b) It is time the plants be watered (Incorrect word/s)
(c) It is time when plants are watered (Incorrect word/s)
(d) The plants should be watered (Incorrect word/s)
Ans215.(a) I cannot draw this picture.
(a) This picture cannot be drawn by me.(Correct)
(b) This picture cannot be drawn by I.(incorrect pronoun)
(c) This picture could not be drawn by me.(tense has changed)
(d) This picture could not be drawn by I. (incorrect pronoun)
Ans216.(d) Rajesh could not complete his paper because he had a headache.
(a) Rajesh’s paper would not be completed because he had a headache. (Incorrect word/s)
(b) The paper could not be completed by Rajesh because he had a headache. (Incorrect- does not
mention that it is Rajesh’s paper)
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(c) The paper could not be completed because he had a headache. (Incorrect word/s- Rajesh is
missing)
(d) The paper of Rajesh could not be completed by him because he had a headache. (Correct)
Ans217.(c) The scheme permits investors to buy the shares from foreign companies.
(a) Under the scheme the investors may be permitted to buy shares from foreign
companies.(Meaning has changed)
(b) Under the scheme the investors have been permitted to buy shares from foreign companies.
(Tense has changed)
(c) Under the scheme the investors are permitted to buy shares from foreign companies.
(Correct)
(d) Under the scheme the investors were permitted to buy shares from foreign companies. (Tense
has changed)
Ans218.(c) What do you do on Sunday?
(a) What is done by you? (Incomplete information)
(b) What is done on Sunday? (Doer is missing)
(c) What is done on Sunday by you? (Correct)
(d) What was done on Sunday by you? (Incorrect change of tense)
Ans219.(a) That too many cooks spoils the broth is known to all.
(a) All know that too many cooks spoils the broth. (Correct)
(b) All knew that too many cooks spoilt the broth.(Incorrect word)
(c) All know that the broth is spoilt by too many cooks.
(d) All knows that the broth is spoilt by too many cooks.(Incorrect word)
Ans220.(d) The judge ordered the murderer to be hanged
(a) The murderer was ordered by the judge to be hanged (Incorrect structure)
(b) The murderer was to be hanged according to the order of the judge. (New word)
(c) The order was given by the judge to hang the murderer. (Incorrect subject)
(d) It was ordered by the judge to hang the murderer. (Correct)
Ans221.(a) Thick clouds have overcast the sky.
(a) The sky has been overcast by thick clouds. (Correct)
(b) The sky overcast by thick clouds. (Helping verb is missing)
(c) The sky is overcast by thick clouds. (Tense has changed)
(d) The sky is being overcast by thick clouds. (Tense has changed)
Ans222.(b) Who tore the curtains yesterday?
(a) By whom were the curtains teared yesterday? (Incorrect verb)
(b) By whom were the curtains torn yesterday?(Correct)
(c) By whom were the curtains tore yesterday? (Incorrect verb)
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(d) By whom are the curtains torn yesterday? (Incorrect verb)
Ans223.(d) One should not give unsolicited advice.
(a) Unsolicited advice is not to be given.(Incorrect word)
(b) Unsolicited advice can't be given.(Incorrect word)
(c) Unsolicited advice may not be given. (Incorrect word)
(d) Unsolicited advice should not be given.(Correct)
Ans224.(c) They have made a film based on this novel.
(a) A film was based on this novel and made. (Incorrect change of tense)
(b) A film have been made based on this novel. (Incorrect change of tense)
(c) A film, based on this novel, has been made (Correct)
(d) A film has been based and made on this novel. (Incorrect change of tense)
Ans225.(b) Pinnacle students cleared every exam with flying colours.
(a) Every exam was cleared with flying colours. (Doer is missing)
(b) Every exam was cleared by Pinnacle students with flying colours. (Correct)
(c) Every exam cleared by Pinnacle students with flying colours. (Helping verb is missing)
(d) Every exam is cleared by Pinnacle students with flying colours. (Incorrect tense)
Ans226.(d) The lightning caused a serious forest fire and damaged many nearby houses.
(a) A serious forest fire has been caused by lightning and many nearby houses have been damaged
(Tense has changed)
(b) A serious forest fire was caused by lightning and many houses are damaged (Tense has
changed)
(c) A serious forest fire had been caused by lightning and many nearby houses had been damage(d)
(Tense has changed)
(d) A serious forest fire was caused by lightning and many nearby houses were damaged(Correct)
Ans227.(d) Today I accomplished my task successfully.
(a) Today my task is accomplished successfully. (Tense has changed)
(b) Today my task has been accomplished successfully. (Tense has changed)
(c) Today my task accomplished successfully.(Helping verb is missing)
(d) Today my task was accomplished successfully. (Correct)
Ans228.(d) They are going to build a new airport near the old one.
(a) A new airport going to be built near- the old one.(Helping verb is missing)
(b) A new airport is being built near the old one.(The verb go is missing)
(c) A new airport will be built near the old one.(Tense has changed)
(d) A new airport is going to be built near the old one. (Correct)
Ans229.(b) My watch can’t be repaired by anyone,
(a) No one will repair my watch. (Tense has changed)
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(b) No one can repair my watch. (Correct)
(c) No one can't repair my watch. (Double negative)
(d) No one will be able to repair my watch. (Tense has changed)
Ans230.(a) Gandhiji started the Quit India Movement in 1942.
(a) The Quit India Movement was started by Gandhiji in 1942. (correct)
(b) The Quit India Movement was been started by Gandhiji in 1842.(been is incorrect)
(c) The Quit India Movement had been started by Gandhiji in 1942. (Tense has changed)
(d) The Quit India Movement started by Gandhiji in 1942.(helping verb is missing)
Ans231.(b)The curd tastes sour.
(a)The curd was sour when tasted(Incorrect change of tense)
(b) The curd was sour when someone was tasting.(Correct)
(c) The curd is sour when it is tasted(Incorrect change of tense)
(d) The curd was sour when it was tasted (Incorrect change of tense)
Ans232.(c) Who asked you to draft this letter ?
(a) By who you are asked to draft this letter. (Tense has changed)
(b) By who have you been asked to draft this letter. (Tense has changed)
(c) By whom were you asked lo draft this, letter? (Correct)
(d) By whom you were asked to draft this letter.(Incorrect structure)
Ans233.(c)The terrorists should be hanged
(a)They should have hanged the terrorists.(Meaning and tense of sentence has changed)
(b) They will hang the terrorists. (Meaning and tense of sentence has changed)
(c) One should hang the terrorists. (Correct)
(d) They hanged the terrorists. (Meaning and tense of sentence has changed)
Ans234.(b) The teacher asked the students not to make a noise in the class.
(a)The student was asked by the teacher to make a noise in the class. (Meaning of sentence
changed)
(b) The students were asked by the teacher not to make a noise in the class.(Correct)
(c)The students had been asked not to make a noise in the class .(Tense has changed)
(d) None of these
Ans235.(d) Everyone knew there was a fire on board
(a) A fire on board was known to be by everyone. (Incorrect structure)
(b) A fire was known to be there. (Incomplete information)
(c) A fire on board was known there by everyone.(Incorrect structure)
(d) There was a fire on board was known by everyone. (Correct)
Ans236.(d) These days he has opened a new showroom for the upper middle class in Hisar.
(a) He has opened a new showroom for the upper middle class in Hisar these days. (Incorrect
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subject)
(b) A new showroom in Hisar has been opened by him these days. (In Hisar has been positioned
inappropriately)
(c) A new showroom for the upper middle class in Hisar has been opened by him these days. ( For
the upper middle class in Hisar has been positioned inappropriately)
(d) These days a new showroom for the upper middle class in Hisar has been opened by him.
(Correct)
Ans237.(a) Lata Mangeskar wrote the song and sang it.
(a) The song was written and sung by Lata Mangeshkar. (Correct)
(b) The song was wrote and sung by Lata Mangeshkar. (Third form of the verb not used)
(c) The song were written and sung by Lata Mangeshkar. (Incorrect helping verb)
(d) The song was written and sang by Lata Mangeshkar. (Third form of the verb not used)
Ans238.(a) All your needs will be taken care of at our institute, Pinnacle.
(a) Our institute, Pinnacle will take care of all your needs. (Correct)
(b) Our institute, Pinnacle will be taking care of all your needs. (Tense has
changed)
(c) Our institute, Pinnacle will have taken care of all your needs. (Tense has
changed)
(d) Our institute, Pinnacle will have cared for all your needs. (Tense has changed)
Ans239.(b) Please inform them about the changed schedule.
(a) Let them been informed about the changed schedule (Incorrect word)
(b) You are requested to inform them about the changed schedule.(Correct)
(c) To inform them is requested (Incorrect sentence structure)
(d) You are requested to please inform them about the changed schedule.(Requested and please
are not to be used together)
Ans240.(a) Why had you not deposited the school less?
(a) Why had the school fees not been deposited by you? (Correct)
(b) Why the school fees had not been deposited by you? (not interrogative pattern)
(c) Why had the school fees been deposited by you? (Meaning of sentence changed)
(d) Why the school fees had been not deposited by you? (Incorrect sentence structure)
Ans241.(c) Did the noise frighten you?
(a) Did you frighten the noise? (Meaning of sentence changed)
(b) Was the noise frightened by you? (Meaning of sentence changed)
(c) Were you frightened by the noise? (Correct)
(d) Were you frighten by the noise? (Third form of the verb not used)
Ans242.(a) Test Series and study material of Pinnacle are widely used by students who wish to
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clear SSC CGL.
(a) Students who wish to clear SSC CGL widely use test series and study material of Pinnacle.
(Correct)
(b) Students clearing exams widely use test series and study material of Pinnacle (Incorrect
subject)
(c) Students who clear exams widely use test series of Pinnacle.(Incomplete information)
(d) Students who wish to clear exams widely test series and study material of Pinnacle (Incorrect
structure)
Ans243.(a) Political parties have demanded a probe into the destruction of evidence.
(a) A probe has been demanded into the destruction of evidence. (Correct)
(b) A probe is been demanded into the destruction of evidence. (Tense has changed)
(c) A probe has been demanded the destruction of evidence. (preposition is missing)
(d) A probe has been demand into the destruction of evidence. (Third form of the verb not used)
Ans244.(c) The wild bulls destroyed the whole crop.
(a) The whole crop was destroyed (Doer is missing)
(b) The whole crop destroyed by the wild bull. (Reporting verb is missing)
(c) The whole crop was destroyed by the wild bull. (Correct)
(d) The whole crops were destroyed by the wild bull.(incorrect words)
Ans245.(b) The Greeks expected to win the international trophy.
(a) It was expected that the Greeks would win the international trophy. (Incorrect change of tense)
(b) The international trophy was expected to be won by the Greeks.(Correct)
(c) It was expected that the Greeks will win the international trophy. (Incorrect change of tense)
(d) It was expected by the Greeks that they would win the international trophy. (Incorrect change
of tense)
Ans246.(a) Must we submit the whole fees in advance?
(a) Must the whole fees be submitted in advance? (Correct)
(b) Must the whole fees be submit in advance ? (Third form of the verb not used)
(c) Must the whole fees be submit in advance by us? (Third form of the verb not used)
(d) Must the whole fees is submit ? (Third form of the verb not used)
Ans247.(a) They let Geeta participate.
(a) Geeta was let to participate. (Correct)
(b) Geeta was let to be participated (Incorrect sentence structure)
(c) Geeta participated (Incomplete information)
(d) Geeta were let to be participated (Helping verb is incorrect)
Ans248.(b) Ram asked Rajesh to switch off the fan.
(a) Rajesh is asked to switch off the fan by Ram.(Tense has changed)
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(b) Rajesh was asked to switch off the fan by Ram.(Correct)
(c) Ram asked to be switched off the fan by Ram.(Incorrect structure)
(d) Ram was asked to switch off the fan by Ram.(Rajesh is mentioned nowhere)
Ans249.(c) Who was teaching him French?
(a) Whom was he being taught French ? (Incorrect word)
(b) Who had he been taught French by? (Tense has changed)
(c) By whom was he being taught French ? (Correct)
(d) By whom was he been taught French ? (Tense has changed)
Ans250.(b) Did he feel I was lying?
(a) Was I feel to be lying by him? (Third form of the verb not used)
(b) Was I felt to be lying by him? (Correct)
(c) Was I felt to be lied by him? (Incorrect word used)
(d) I was felt to be lied by them.(Not an interrogative sentence)

